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(ABSTRACT) 

Functions and phenotypes change in macrophages (M@) during tumor growth. 

Although analyzing functional and phenotypic changes are important in understand- 

ing the mechanism of tumor-induced immunosuppression, it is necessary to look 

beneath the surface and expose the mechanisms behind these changes. Flow 

cytometrically isolated Mac-1*, -2*, or -3* M@ showed that although both normal host 

and tumor-bearing host (TBH) Mac-2* M@ were the primary source of prostaglandin 

E2, no specific TBH suppressor M@ could be identified. To determine if normal host 

and TBH Mé@ respond to in vitro activating agents differently, normal host and TBH 

M@ were treated with lipopolysaccharide. Functional, phenotypic, and molecular 

changes were observed in the lipopolysaccharide-treated M@. Three- and 24-h 

lipopolysaccharide treatment reduced TBH M@-mediated suppression, while only 

24-h lipopolysaccharide treatment reduced it in normal host M@. Prolonged adher- 

ence, which induces M@ differentiation, increases the number of Mac-2* TBH M@. 

Tumor growth causes an increase of M@ in the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. 

Lipopolysaccharide and adherence increase the number of normal host M@ in S and 

G.2/M; however, these same treatments reduce the number of TBH M@ in these same 

phases. Earlier work showed an increase in the number of TBH M¢@ that did not ex- 

press class Il major histocompatibility complex molecules and that there was an in-



crease in the suppression mediated by these Md. TBH M@ have a decreased 

response to interferon-y-induced class Il mRNA expression and a decrease in its 

mRNA stability. TBH M@ have an increase in lipopolysaccharide- and prostaglandin 

E2-mediated suppression of class Il mRNA. Tumor necrosis factor-a can induce class 

Il mRNA expression in TBH M@, but suppresses it in normal host M@. The effects of 

tumor necrosis factor-a on class Il mRNA is due, in part, to the maturation stage of 

the Md. To examine further mechanisms that regulate M@ maturation, intracellular 

Mac-2 expression was examined. The expression of nuclear Mac-2 increases during 

tumor growth and after 24-h adherence. This increase in Mac-2 protein parallels the 

increase in Mac-2 mRNA expression. Because there is a change in TBH Mé cell- 

cycle kinetics and maturation, proto-oncogene expression was examined in normal 

host and TBH M@. The proto-oncogenes c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms are 

constitutively expressed in TBH Md, while normal host M@ express c-fos and c-fms 

but at lower levels. Adherence suppresses the expression of the proto-oncogenes 

c-myb, c-myc, and c-fms in TBH M@, while inducing c-fos and c-fms in the normal 

host. Lipopolysaccharide induces c-myc, c-fos and c-fms in both normal and TBH 

M®@, but suppresses c-myb expression in TBH M@. The results suggest that tumor 

growth causes a shift in M@ maturity, and that this shift is responsible for alterations 

in M@ function and phenotype. It is possible, however, to activate M@ by 

lipopolysaccharide in the absence of triggering differentiation, and to trigger differ- 

entiation by adhesion without activating M@. TBH M@ are more suppressive than 

normal host M@, but TBH M@ can respond to activating signals.
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INTRODUCTION 

The focus of my research was to determine if tumor growth causes shifts in 

macrophage (M@) phenotype and function that could be correlated with regulation of 

transcriptional or translational events and be associated with immunosuppression. 

M@ are a heterogeneous population of cells that have many immunological 

functions. In response to tumors, M@ can function as accessory cells and release 

interleukin (IL)-1, and they can act as effector cells and release cytotoxic factors like 

tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) or O2 radicals. Under certain conditions, M@ will 

suppress the immune response by releasing prostaglandin Ez (PGEz). Several re- 

searchers have been able to separate M@ into subpopulations based on size, buoyant 

density, anatomical location, or antigenic markers (29,45,48,63,79,115,126,170). Re- 

cent work in our laboratory has focused on the expression of the M@ surface markers 

Mac-1, -2, and -3, and the class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule, 

la. Our earlier work identified functions based on expression of Mac antigens that 
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changed during tumor growth. The discovery that functional and phenotypic changes 

occurred during tumor growth suggested that specific suppressor populations ex- 

isted. The phenotypic changes are important because Mac-2 and -3 are considered 

differentiation markers. Changes in the expression of Mac-2 and -3 suggest that de- 

velopmental changes occur in M@ during tumor growth. 

To extend earlier work in our laboratory, my goal was to determine functional and 

molecular changes that occur in M@ during tumor growth. Tumor growth causes 

changes in M@ function and gene expression that may be responsible for tumor- 

induced immunosuppression. To test this hypothesis two specific aims were pro- 

posed to: 

1. Define the function of phenotypically distinct M@ subpopulations in normal host 

(NH) and tumor-bearing host (TBH) M@. 

2. Characterize the molecular origins of these tumor-induced changes by assessing 

Me 

a. cell-cycle kinetics (DNA) and RNA levels, and 

b. expression of selected genes using Northern blot analyses. 

To complete the first aim, flow cytofluorometrically sorted M@ were added to 

mixed lymphocyte reactions (MLR) to measure accessory cell activity. M@ were la- 

beled with antibodies against Mac-1, -2, or -3 and separated based on positive ex- 

pression. Flow cytometric analyses of M@ based on single- and double-labeling, 

using antibodies against Mac-1, -2, and -3, identified a shift in M@ subpopulations. 

Depletion studies showed that certain functions could be attributed to Md@ subpopu- 

lations and that M@ functions change during tumor growth. These depletion studies 
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were problematic because i) the cell of interest is lost, and ii) anti-Mac-1, -2, and -3 

antibodies are poor complement activators, which may yield only 25 -50% lysis of 

target cells. The use of positive selection techniques eliminated the problems asso- 

ciated with depletion studies and allowed pure M@ subpopulations to be analyzed for 

their ability to act as accessory cells. To determine what role PGE2 has in 

immunosuppression, M@ were cultured in the presence of indomethacin. The results 

of the above work can be found in Chapter |. Although no specific suppressor M@ 

was identified in NH or TBH, a possible mechanism of suppression is a loss of com- 

munication between the M@ subpopulations. 

The molecular origins of tumor-induced suppression were first examined using 

flow cytometric analysis of acridine orange (AO)-stained M@. Both DNA and RNA 

were measured simultaneously in AO-stained M@ because DNA stains green while 

RNA stains red. DNA levels were assessed to locate the position of the cells in the 

cell cycle, which can be used as a measurement of proliferation. RNA levels can be 

used as a rough estimate of the biological activity of the cells. In addition to the 

cell-cycle kinetics, phenotypic and functional changes in NH and TBH M@ were ex- 

amined after treatment with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and after prolonged adherence. 

LPS was used because it is an activating agent, and is known to induce production 

of several cytokines. Because altered cytokine production is one possible mech- 

anism of immunosuppression, stimulation of M@ with LPS may identify functional 

changes. Adherence is important for M@ maturation and for interaction with other 

cells and with the extracellular matrix. Because M@ maturation and cellular inter- 

actions change during tumor growth, M@ adherence may identify changes in M@ 

maturation and their ability to interact with its environment. The results of these ex- 

periments can be found in Chapter Il. 
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A more direct approach to measuring the molecular origins of tumor-induced 

immunosuppression is by the analysis of specific gene expression in the M@. The 

genes of interest code for the class Il molecule la, the Mac antigens, and selected 

proto-oncogenes. Work in our laboratory identified the role of class IIT M@ in sup- 

pressing the immune response (6,7,160). In Chapter Ill, the mechanisms that regulate 

class || expression in NH and TBH M@ were assessed by examining their response 

to inducing or suppressing agents. The stability of class Il mRNA was also measured. 

Changes in the regulation of class || expression may also lead to increased 

immunosuppression. Depletion studies of Mac* Md, and results from Chapter |, 

suggest the importance of Mac antigens in defining Md subpopulations. The dis- 

covery that Mac-2 may be important in regulating cell proliferation, and the findings 

from Chapter II that showed TBH to have more M¢ in S and G2/M phases of the cell 

cycle than NH, led us to examine the regulation and expression of Mac-2 in intracel- 

lular fractions. The work involving Mac-2 can be found in Chapter IV. The finding that 

TBH M@ are more immature than NH M@ combined with the knowledge that certain 

proto-oncogenes are involved in differentiation led to the examination of proto- 

oncogene expression in NH and TBH M@. Because proto-oncogenes also are asso- 

ciated with the cell cycle, the results from Chapter II suggest that LPS and prolonged 

adherence may also act to alter proto-oncogene expression. Do TBH M@ express 

elevated levels of proto-oncogene mRNA, that keep the TBH M@ in an 

immature/proliferative state -- an immunosuppressive state? In addition, does M@ 

activation lead to changes in proto-oncogene expression? The results from the 

proto-oncogene study can be found in Chapter V. 

The dissertation is divided into five chapters that include the above mentioned 

research. These chapters are preceded by a literature review that provides intro- 

ductory information that supported the research. The chapters are presented in 
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chronological order starting with functional studies which lead to molecular studies. 

After the five chapters is a summary that explains the changes that occur in M@ 

function and the molecular biology that contributes to tumor-induced 

immunosuppression. 

INTRODUCTION



LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Md’s role in mediating immunosuppression during tumor growth has been 

a focus of our laboratory work for several years. Many earlier studies showed the 

changes that occur at the cellular and functional level but they did not explore the 

changes that occur at the molecular level. The focus of my research was to deter- 

mine if tumor-induced changes in M@ function could be associated with changes at 

the transcriptional level. This literature review is divided into five topics that will 

provide background information. In Introduction to Md Function the M@ and its 

functional capacities are introduced. Second is the review M@ Heterogeneity. Re- 

sponsible for Md Function?, which uses M@ heterogeneity to define M@ subpopu- 

lations and correlates functional capabilities with M@ subpopulations. Third is the 

section on M@ Development: Key to Md Heterogeneity?, which follows the differen- 

tiation of M@ and explains that differentiation may account for M@ heterogeneity. The 

fourth section, Tumor-induced Changes in Md Function: Associated with Develop- 

ment?, describes the changes that occur in M@ function during tumor growth and the 

phenotypic changes that are associated with differentiation. The final section, Ro/e 

of Proto-oncogenes in M@ Development and Function, examines the expression of 
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proto-oncogenes during M@ development and possible role of proto-oncogenes in 

M@¢ function during tumor growth. 

INTRODUCTION TO M@ FUNCTION 

The initial characterization of M@ resulted from the identification of their 

phagocytic ability, thus categorizing M@ as effector cells. Depletion studies showed 

a requirement for M@ in T-cell-mediated and humoral (B cell) responses (149). T-cell 

response to mitogen or alloantigen require M@ for initiation and maintenance of the 

response (149). M@ provide cytokines for the development of cytotoxic T cells, and 

the B cell response to poke-weed mitogen requires monocytes (149). Md secrete 

IL-1, IL-6, TNF-« and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) 

which affect other cells, and interferon-y (IFN-y), GM-CSF, and TNF-« which affect 

Md. T cells can secrete the factors IL-3, IL-4, IFN-y, TNF-a, and GM-CSF that affect 

M@. As an effector cell, M@ can phagocytize particles or release cytolytic com- 

pounds such as TNF-a, O2-, and reactive nitrogen compounds. In addition to releas- 

ing soluble factors, the ability of M@ to adhere to either target cells or to surrounding 

tissue is important. The presence of complement receptors (CR) and IgG-Fc 

receptors (FcR) increases the attachment of M@ to either complement- or IgG-coated 

targets. The presence of FcR on M¢@ is also important in antibody-dependent cellular 

cytotoxicity (ADCC) (137). M@ also express adhesion molecules that are important in 
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interactions with other cells and with the extracellular matrix (147). As explained in 

a later section, adherence is also important in M@ maturation. 

M@ can become activated. Initially, the description of activated M@ included 

enhanced phagocytic capability and increased bactericidal activity. Activated M@ 

later included M@ with increased tumoricidal activity, respiration rate, secretory ac- 

tivity, and suppressive capacity. Many functional and biochemical properties can be 

included when describing activated Md, so specific functions should be described 

when using the term activated (20). Activation of M@é has been characterized as a two 

step process (1). Initial stimulation by IFN-y “primes” the Md, while a second signal 

is required to activate the M@. LPS is the second signal which stimulates “compe- 

tence genes” whose function is to regulate other genes (2). This pathway of induction 

will lead to activation. LPS induces gene expression for M-CSF, TNF-a, and IL-1, 

which are potent immune regulators (2,43); therefore, LPS is a potent immune 

modulator. Although both may be activated, it is possible to distinguish tumoricidal 

Mo from bactericidal M@ (77). Bactericidal M@ can be elicited with proteose peptone 

while tumoricidal M@ can be elicited with Bacille Calmette-Guerin (24). It is possible 

to differentiate among unstimulated, primed, and activated M@ by protein phenotype 

(103). The proteins p47b and p71/73 are expressed differently in these three popu- 

lations, with unstimulated M@ expressing neither protein, primed M@ expressing 

p47b, and activated M@ expressing both p47b and p71/73. The various functions of 

M@ suggest that there may be specific subpopulations that perform different func- 

tions. By separating M@ into subpopulations it may be possible to correlate a specific 

function with a particular M@ subpopulation. 
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Md HETEROGENEITY: RESPONSIBLE FOR Mo 

FUNCTION? 

The characterization of several M@ functions led to the belief that Md, like T 

cells, may exist in defined subpopulations. M@ have been divided into subpopu- 

lations based on density, size, and surface proteins. Separation of human monocytes 

through buoyant density gradients yields two major subpopulations (46). The high 

density cells secrete a thymocyte-stimulating IL-1-like factor, IFN-y, and CSF, while 

the low density population secretes PGE2. The higher density cells are less active in 

ADCC than low density cells and are less effective accessory cells in mitogen- 

induced responses. In studies of density fractionated human alveolar and blood 

monocytes, denser populations of M@ produced more IL-1 than less dense popu- 

lations (48). Use of a continuous gradient identified two populations of resident 

peritoneal M@ (126). The larger cells were more differentiated and produced GM-CSF 

(126). GM-CSF production could be suppressed by lactoferrin (126). The lactoferrin- 

mediated suppression of GM-CSF could be reversed by LPS treatment. Neither 

lactoferrin nor LPS could modulate GM-CSF production by the smaller population. 

Cell density is related to cell size. Separation of M@ by size using countercurrent 

centrifugal elutriation identified two major subgroups (46). The larger cells were 

more phagocytic, more responsive to chemotactic stimuli, produce larger amounts 

of H202, and had enhanced cytotoxicity toward certain target cells. The production of 

superoxide, CSF, and myeloperoxidase was higher in larger cells than in smaller 

cells (170), and the smaller cells lacked FcR-mediated function (170). One group who 

separated human blood monocytes into five fractions found no difference in their re- 
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sponse to LPS-mediated production of IL-1 and TNF-a, but there was a difference in 

response to GM-CSF (79). The three larger fractions did respond to GM-CSF through 

increased tumoricidal ability and cell-associated IL-1 (IL-1a) production. GM-CSF 

also was able to induce cellular proliferation. 

Earlier work in our laboratory used the expression of the M@ cell-surface 

antigens Mac-1, -2, and -3 to define M@ subpopulations. Mac-1 is expressed on 

murine Md, granulocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, and many bone marrow cells (132). 

Anti-Mac-1 antibodies can be used to distinguish M@ from lymphocytes. Because 

Mac-1 is found on granulocytes, Mac-1 expression occurs before the divergence of 

granulocytes from M@ and is therefore an early differentiation marker. Mac-1 

(CD11b/CD18) has been identified as CR3, a receptor for iC3b, and is related to LFA-1 

(CD11a/CD18) and p150/95 (CD11c/CD18). 

Mac-2 is found on peritoneal cells elicited by various agents (72) and on dendritic 

cells (55), but it is present only in small quantities or absent from NH unelicited (res- 

ident) peritoneal and splenic M@ (72). Anti-Mac-2 antibodies can be used to assess 

the differentiation of M@ in response to specific stimuli. Sequence analysis identified 

Mac-2 as a _ galactose-specific animal lectin (33), previously identified as 

carbohydrate-binding protein 35 (CBP35) (33), non-integrin laminin binding protein 

(168), and L-34, a metastasis-associated lectin in fibrosarcomas (133). Mac-2 has 

been found in membrane and cytoplasmic fractions of M@. The membrane form may 

be involved in IgE and laminin binding (33 168), while the intracellular form may act 

in cellular proliferation (28,94,11,112). 

Mac-3 is described as a constitutive M@ molecule found on mature M@ (132) and 

dendritic cells (55). The function of Mac-3 is unknown, although it is associated with 

M@ differentiation. Removal of NH Mac-1* and -3t M@ reduced Md¢-mediated sup- 

pression, and Mac-1* M@ are involved in regulating PGE2 production (63). 
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Although associated with accessory cell function, class Il MHC molecules have 

been used to characterize M@ ability to regulate NK cell function. Class Il* M@ acti- 

vate NK cells through the release of IFN-y. Class IIT M@ suppress NK cells through 

the release of PGE. Both IFN-y and PGEz can act in an autocrine fashion to regulate 

class I] molecule expression (115). IFN-y can induce class || molecule expression in 

M@ while PGE, can suppress its expression. Work in our laboratory has identified the 

class II" M@ as the predominate suppressor M®@ in alloreactivity and autoreactivity 

(6,7). In addition to class Il molecule expression, M@ display both FcR and CR. The 

CR* M@ appeared larger, expressed higher levels of FcR, and secreted higher levels 

of IL-1 (46). The IgG receptors are collectively referred to as FcyR although the 

receptors have been identified as FcRI (CD64), FcRII (CDw32), and FcRIII (CD16), with 

FcR! predominately found on M@. FcRI* subpopulations show strong suppressor 

activity and produce PGEz and TNF-a, while FcRI~ are more efficient at antigen pres- 

entation and stimulation of allogenic MLR (151). The association between FcR ex- 

pression and PGEz production also was shown in trauma and burn patients who have 

an increase in FcRI* M@ associated with an increase in PGE2 produced by M@ (151). 

Because FcRI* M@ produce TNF-« and PGEz, FcRI* M@ are probably class II". Be- 

cause FcRI” M@ are more efficient at antigen presentation and stimulation of MLR 

reactivity, FCRIT M@ are probably class II* (151). 

Some of the characteristics that have been used to describe M@ heterogeneity 

are maturationally regulated. The small, dense CR™ cells appear to be more imma- 

ture while the large, low density CR* cells share characteristics with more mature 

cells (45). Fractionation of rat alveolar M@ by isopycnic centrifugation identified dif- 

ferences in morphology, cytochemistry, biochemistry, and function (29). These dif- 

ferences could be due to M@ maturation as the denser fractions have increased 

peroxidase activity. The higher density fraction also contained many binucleated 
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cells suggesting dividing populations. High density cells express high 

5’-nucleotidase activity but low acid phosphatase and peroxidase activity. Low den- 

sity cells express low 5’-nucleotidase activity with high acid phosphatase and 

peroxidase activity. During monocyte maturation, the cells became less dense and 

lose their ability to produce IL-1 (48). The association of morphological, 

cytochemical, biochemical, and functional changes with maturation is important be- 

cause we have identified maturation changes in M@ during tumor growth (63). The 

increase in immature M@ during tumor growth (63) may be important in 

immunosuppression. 

Mo DEVELOPMENT: KEY TO Md HETEROGENEITY? 

One view of the origin of tissue M@ is that of a single progenitor cell from the 

bone marrow giving rise to all M@. This pluripotent stem cell is often referred to as 

colony-forming unit-granulocyte/M@ (CFU-GM) because of its ability to differentiate 

along either the granulocyte or monocyte/M@ lineage (95). The CFU-GM differen- 

tiates to a monoblast, a promonocyte, and finally a monocyte. All can be found in the 

bone marrow. From the bone marrow, monocytes enter the circulation. These cir- 

culating monocytes then enter various tissues and mature into tissue M@ (95). Some 

evidence suggests that not all tissue M@ are derived from circulating monocytes. 

Based on labeling studies and bone marrow-depletion experiments splenic, 

peritoneal, and alveolar Md@ maintain a degree of self-renewal (158). Inflammatory 
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responses seem to rely on elicited M@ as opposed to resident M@ (76). The resident 

M@ may perform a sentinel duty and help elicit M@ from the circulation. 

A recent review (45) described the course of in vitro differentiation of monocyte 

into M@. Human peripheral blood monocytes cultured in vitro differentiated over a 

period of one to three weeks into cells expressing morphological characteristics of 

mature tissue Md@, multinucleated giant cells, and epithelioid cells (45). 

Morphological changes in M@ that occur in vitro parallel normal in vivo differentiation 

of monocytes into M@ (45). Differentiation of monocytes required 5-25% human se- 

rum so the specific factors responsible are unknown. In the absence of serum only 

monocytes cultured under adherent conditions survive, while monocytes cultured on 

Teflon membranes die (9). It is possible to induce monocytes differentiation to M@ 

on Teflon in the absence of serum, but a defined medium must be used (70). One 

serum protein that induced monocyte differentiation was human IgG (5), with the Fc 

portion required for differentiation. Factors that can increase the rate of differen- 

tiation of blood monocytes include IFN-y and vitamin Ds derivative (45). The culture 

conditions are important as prolonged culturing of monocytes on collagen induced 

the formation of M@ which expressed elevated levels of Fc- and C3-mediated binding 

and ingestion (85). Prolonged culturing of monocytes on glass yields epithelioid and 

giant cells (85). Bone marrow cells, which contain only 4% Md, can be cultured in 

mouse L929 cell medium, a major source of macrophage-colony stimulating factor 

(M-CSF), to generate a population of almost 100% M@ after culturing for seven to 

eight days (18). Several changes occur in monocytes during differentiation. During 

monocyte differentiation there is an increase in acid phosphatase, f-glucuronidase, 

B-glucosaminidase, and 5’-nucleotidase activity and a corresponding decrease in 

peroxidase activity (45). Changes in antigenic phenotype occur when monocytes are 

induced to differentiate (9). CD16 and CD51 are absent in monocytes but appear in 
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differentiated M@ (9). CD14 was found to decrease on cultured monocytes (45). An- 

other antibody which recognizes determinants on monocytes no longer reacts when 

monocytes are cultured on glass or collagen (85). Besides changes in enzymatic and 

protein expression, functional changes occur in differentiating monocytes. Cultured 

monocytes have decreased capacity to secrete H2O2 and O2 (45). Cultured 

monocytes also have a decreased ability to act as accessory cells in antigen- and 

mitogen-induced proliferation (45). This decrease may be due to less IL-1 production 

and reduced expression of class |! molecules (45). 

Moore and Pelus (110) identified endogenous regulatory factors and feedback 

mechanisms in M@ development. In examining CFU-GM and CFU-M, a more mature 

cell type, they characterized the involvement of M-CSF and GM-CSF in maturation. 

Both GM-CSF and M-CSF will give rise to M@ from CFU-M, M-CSF will generate Md 

from CFU-GM, and GM-CSF will give rise to both granulocytes and M@ from CFU-GM. 

One factor that suppresses CSF activity is PGE2, which is stimulated by CSF’s (110). 

The presence of PGE: will suppress further M@ colony formation. In patients with 

chronic myeloid leukemia, CFU-GM are insensitive to PGE2-mediated suppression. 

Treatment of blood monocytes, like CFU-M, with GM-CSF and M-CSF will give rise to 

M@ (64). Treatment with GM-CSF increases Mac-1 expression on M@ (64). Although 

M@ are generated from bone marrow cultured with either GM-CSF or M-CSF, these 

Mo have different tumoricidal activity (51). GM-CSF-generated M@ have a higher 

basal level of killing and can become cytotoxic with a IFN-y-priming signal. 

Monocytic cell lines have been used to examine the process of hemopoietic dif- 

ferentiation. These results, however, should be viewed with caution because these 

cell are leukemic in origin and contain some abnormalities. A recent review (101) 

examined the factors that can induce monocyte differentiation. One cell line that has 

been extensively studied is HL-60, which is a promyelomonocytic cell line that can 
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be induced to differentiate toward granulocyte or M@ lineages depending on the sig- 

nal. This cell line could be induced to differentiate toward a granulocyte lineage by 

treatment with DMSO, butyric acid, retinoic acid or vitamin Ds metabolites. Treatment 

of HL-60 cells with the phorbol ester TPA, vitamin Ds derivatives, or cytokines induced 

the cells to differentiate toward a M@ lineage. Cytokines that can induce differen- 

tiation of HL-60 cells include IFN-y, TNF-«, TNF-£, granulocyte-colony stimulating fac- 

tor (G-CSF), and GM-CSF. Associated with the differentiation of HL-60 cells toward 

the M@ lineage was increased bactericidal activity, ADCC, phagocytic activity, release 

of CSFs, and increased expression of FcRI and CR3. TPA-treated HL-60 cells ex- 

pressed LFA-1 which is related to Mac-1 but is found in M@ (12). U937 cells, a 

monocyte-like cell line, can be induced along the monocyte/M@ lineage with G-CSF 

and GM-CSF, but not by M-CSF. Cell proliferation decreased during differentiation 

and Mac-1 expression increased (34). Ralph (131) examined the expression of Mac 

antigens in mature and immature cell lines. Mature M@ and WEHI-3 cells, a cell line 

comprised of immature Md, expressed Mac-1, -2, and -3. Undifferentiated M1 cells, 

another cell line of immature Md, do not express either Mac-1 or Mac-3, but when 

they are induced to differentiate into mature M@ Mac-1 and -3 were detected. 

Despite the evidence that M@ are generated from circulating monocytes, there 

is evidence that shows their self renewal in several sites. GM-CSF induces prolifer- 

ation of alveolar M@, and acts to potentiate M-CSF (31). About 50% of alveolar M@ 

may be sustained by local proliferation without monocyte influx. To maintain alveolar 

M@ in vitro, it is important to culture them in the presence of GM-CSF. Alveolar M@ 

cultured with GM-CSF express asialo-GM1 and not Mac-1. Culturing alveolar M@ in 

M-CSF leads to the loss of asialo-GM1 with the gain of Mac-1 expression, which is 

characteristic of peritoneal M@ (4). M@ development is dependent on the presence 

of specific signals. Peritoneal M@ show evidence of self-renewal based on tritiated- 
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thymidine incorporation (142,158). Volkman (158) showed that resident peritoneal and 

alveolar M@ maintained their populations through self-renewal and not by the influx 

of circulating monocytes. In strontium®*®-treated animals, thioglycollate- and C. 

parvum-elicited M@ are not generated, suggesting a requirement for circulating 

monocytes. In thioglycollate-elicited Md, proliferation requires influx of circulating 

monocytes because resident M@ are not influenced by thioglycollate (119). Of inter- 

est was that the number of M-CFU increases in the spleen but decreases in the bone 

marrow. The splenic population is responding to a decrease in circulating 

monocytes. Recent work by McCormack et a/ (107), has examined functional differ- 

ences associated with splenic progenitor cells, and found that there were clonally 

distinct M@ populations. 

Using peroxidase as a marker, large peroxidase-negative M@ developed higher 

antitumor activities than smaller peroxidase-positive M@ (98). The ability of the M@ 

to produce IL-1 in response to LPS or cytokines increases with cell size or maturity 

(77). A monocyte differentiation factor was shown to alter functional capabilities of 

U937 cells (34). As the monocyte matures there is an increase in the ability to release 

oxygen metabolites (170). One study compared the effect of M@ maturation with 

functional ability using resident, glycogen-induced M@, and cultured bone marrow 

M@ (98). All populations could produce IL-1 and had tumoricidal function regardless 

of peroxidase activity. The response to LPS and cytokines increases with cell size, 

with larger cells being predominately mature peroxidase-negative M@ and the 

smaller cells being peroxidase-positive immature cells. The smaller cells, however, 

had better antigen-presenting function (98), suggesting that the smaller M@ are class 

II*, 
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TUMOR-INDUCED CHANGES IN M@ FUNCTION: 

ASSOCIATED WITH DEVELOPMENT? 

Because of their importance in regulating the immune system, M@ have been the 

focus of intensive study in our laboratory. Enhancing and suppressing activities were 

identified in NH and TBH M@ supernatants, with TBH M@ products being more 

suppressive. There is a concentration-dependent role of M@ in regulation with lower 

concentrations enhancing immune response and higher concentrations suppressing 

the response (37). A heat-stable inhibitor and a heat-labile enhancing factor were 

identified in M@ supernatants (37). Using depletion studies, several functions were 

identified about M@ preparations depleted of Mac-1*, -2*, or -3* M@. The major 

suppressive Md@ in the TBH are the Mac-2* M@ which cause suppression 

predominately through the production of PGE2. Suppression mediated by Mac-1,-3* 

M@ decreases during tumor growth. Regulation of PGE, production by Mac-1* M¢@ is 

lost during tumor growth. Using fluorescent antibodies, single- and double-labeling 

studies identified changes in Mac antigen expression during tumor growth. Single 

label studies showed a decrease in Mac-2* and Mac-3* M@. Double-labeling identi- 

fied a decrease in Mac-1*2*, Mac-1*3*, and Mac-2*3* Md, leading to an increase of 

Mac-1*2-3- M@. Because Mac-2 and -3 are considered differentiation antigens, tu- 

mor growth is able to alter the differentiation of TBH M@. The association of Mac-2 

expression in TBH M@ with maturation was shown when elimination of Mac-2* M@ 

had no effect on peroxidase expression, suggesting that TBH Mac-2* M@ are mature. 

The decrease in Mac-2* M@ during tumor growth points to a shift towards immature 

M@. 
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During tumor growth M@ become a more homogeneous group with a dramatic 

shift towards a small-sized population (172). We know that large M@ are often char- 

acterized as being the cytotoxic/suppressor Md, while the smaller M@ are involved 

in antigen presentation. The smaller M@ are also indicative of immature M@. The 

shift towards the smaller sized M@ suggests that there is a loss of cytotoxic Md, with 

more M@ involved in accessory cell activity. Although the small-sized M@ are asso- 

ciated with antigen presentation, there is a decrease in class II* M@ during tumor 

growth. The remaining class IIT TBH M@ have been found to be more suppressive 

than their NH counterparts (6,7,160). The class IIT M@ are primary producers of 

PGE2, an important factor in immunosuppression. The increase in class IIT M@ may 

be one reason why there is an increase in PGEz production during tumor growth. 

PGE, not only affects M@ class Il molecule expression and IL-1 production, but it af- 

fects T-cell production of IL-2 and IL-2R, and it suppresses NK cell function 

(88,92,136,157,177). All of these effects can reduce the response against the tumor. 

If tumor growth is able to alter the development of M@, which causes tumor-induced 

immunosuppression, mechanisms that regulate M@ development may prove to be 

important in restoring immune function. 
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ROLE OF PROTO-ONCOGENES IN M@ DEVELOPMENT 

AND FUNCTION 

From the previous sections, M@ function appears to be dependent on M¢ differ- 

entiation. Of interest is the fact that tumor growth alters M@ differentiation, which 

may cause immunosuppression. Although initially identified for their ability to cause 

tumors (78), proto-oncogenes are believed to play an important role in cell-cycle 

kinetics and cellular differentiation (36,84,150). Because functional differences may 

be associated with changes in M@ differentiation, proto-oncogene expression may 

be altered. The proto-oncogenes that have been characterized so far belong to one 

of four classes: growth factor, growth factor receptor, transducer of response, and 

transcription factor. Proto-oncogenes are thought to be involved in the cascade of 

events that signal cel! division in normal cells (25). Examinations of proto-oncogene 

expression during M@ differentiation have been carried out using several M@ cell 

lines (36). WEHI 3B cells are induced to differentiate into M@ by G-CSF and 

actinomycin D, HL-60 cells undergo M@ differentiation with a variety of factors, and 

U937 cells undergo differentiation to M@ with TPA and other factors. Treatment of 

HL-60 cells with phorbol esters, IFN-y, TNF-a, or vitamin Ds induces the cells to ma- 

ture into M@ (113,140,145), while treatment with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or retinoic 

acid leads to cells with granulocyte characteristics. Differentiation of HL-60 cells 

leads to early regulation of the proto-oncogenes c-fos, c-myb and c-myc. These 

proto-oncogenes have been identified as transcription factors that can regulate gene 

expression (78). c-myb and c-myc expression in HL-60 is reduced during differen- 

tiation, and c-fos is constitutively expressed in M@. c-fos induction occurs rapidly in 
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cells induced to terminally differentiate. The proto-oncogenes c-sis, c-src, and c-fms 

are induced late in monocyte differentiation. c-sis encodes for a growth factor, c-src 

encodes for a non-receptor protein kinase, which may be activated by growth factors, 

and c-fms encodes for the receptor for M-CSF (25). c-fos and c-fms are induced in 

HL-60 cells treated with PMA, vitamin Ds, or IFN-y (113,139). Treatment of HL-60 cells 

with DMSO has no effect on c-fos or c-fms expression, suggesting the expression is 

lineage specific. Differentiation into more mature cells requires a reduction in c-fms 

and an increase in c-sis. c-sis is induced in HL-60 cells and U937 cells treated with 

PMA, but not by IFN-y, suggesting that the induction of c-sis is stimulus specific and 

not due to differentiation. Unlike the other proto-oncogenes which are induced de- 

pending either on differentiation pathway or reagent used, c-sre and c-fgr are induced 

in HL-60 cells that differentiate toward either M@ or granulocytes. Like c-src, c-fgr is 

a non-receptor protein kinase (25). 

The importance of c-myb and c-myc in M@ differentiation was verified by 

transfection studies (73). Cells transfected with c-myb or c-myc no longer differen- 

tiate in response to phorbol esters and remain immature. In myelomonocytic cells 

transfected with c-myb or c-myc, proliferation is induced but c-myb reverses differ- 

entiation. Although associated with cellular proliferation, proto-oncogene expression 

is linked to differentiation. Suppression of c-myb and c-myc is linked to terminal dif- 

ferentiation and not growth inhibition after treatment of myeloid leukemia cells (M1) 

with IL-6 or leukemic inhibitory factor (73). M1 cells transfected with a constitutively 

expressed c-myc (M1myc) would proliferate but differentiation was blocked at an 

intermediate stage. It was possible to suppress growth in Mimyc, but there was no 

differentiation. The use of antisense c-myb and c-myc blocked the proliferation of the 

cell lines HL-60, ML-3, KG-1, and KG-1a (10). Antisense c-myc has antiproliferative 

effects in L929 and HeLa cells (40). In addition, antisense c-myc will induce differen- 
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tiation in HL-60 (10,171). The interaction between c-myb and c-myc is seen in 

transfection studies in 3T3 cells. 313 cells transfected with c-myc require insulin-like 

growth factor 1 or platelet-poor plasma to enter S phase, while 3T3 cells transfected 

with c-myb require platelet-derived growth factor. The requirement for growth factor 

can be removed if both c-myc and c-myb are transfected (154), suggesting that the 

proto-oncogenes are closely linked in function. 

Although closely linked, there are differences in maturation of cells that express 

c-myb or c-myc. MML, a promonocytic tumor, contains c-myb, while McML, a mature 

monocyte/M@ tumor, contains c-myc. Both of these tumors are generated by 

retroviral infections. To generate the tumors in mice, an inflammatory response is 

required. Indomethacin can block this step only in MML cells (167). There are also 

contrasts in the differentiation of cells transfected with two types of v-myb-containing 

viruses. The transformation of myelomonocytic cells by viruses E26 and AMV leads 

to two different morphologies (81). E26 transformants express the granulocyte spe- 

cific mim-7 gene and resemble myeloblasts, while AMV transformants resemble 

monoblasts. This evidence suggests that c-myb is associated with immature cells 

while c-myc is associated with more mature M@. To determine the interaction be- 

tween c-myb and c-myc, co-transfection studies were carried out. The transfected 

myelomonocytic cells express an immature phenotype, suggesting c-myb is domi- 

nant. The interaction between c-myb and c-myc was Clarified when it was found that 

c-myb can transactivate c-myc (50). The c-myc promoter contains eight sites for 

c-myb binding (178). The involvement of c-myc in M@ differentiation was seen when 

a c-myc/raf recombinant retrovirus immortalized bone marrow cells, giving them M@ 

characteristics (16,17). Surprisingly, infection of Eu-myc transgenic B cells with 

retrovirus with c-raf converts these B cells to M@ (87). 
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The proto-oncogene c-fms has been identified as the receptor for M-CSF. The 

expression of c-fms occurs later in the development of M@. The differentiation of 

HL60 and U-937 cells corresponds to an increase in c-fms. Transfection of myeloid 

progenitor cells with c-fms leads to reversible differentiation following addition of 

M-CSF (135). In murine myeloid precursor cells that express receptors for multi-CSF, 

GM-CSF, and M-CSF (c-fms), regulation of c-fms mRNA can be measured during cul- 

turing with M-CSF, multi-CSF (IL-3), or GM-CSF. Growth of these cells in M-CSF leads 

to high expression of c-fms mRNA and protein while growth in multi-CSF or GM-CSF 

lead to a reduction of c-fms mRNA expression and protein (67). The expression was 

not factor dependent, but regulation occurred post-transcriptionally. Growth arrest 

of ABPL, a myelomonocytic cell line, leads to an increase in c-fms (144). Expression 

of c-fms and M-CSF can induce proliferation of monocytic cell lines (15). In addition 

to being involved in M@ differentiation and proliferation, c-fms can be used to activate 

Mg. M-CSF is unable to induce tumoricidal ability in M@, unless they have been 

treated with IL-2. IL-2-treated M@ have increase c-fms expression, which leads to the 

M@ becoming cytotoxic if incubated with M-CSF (49). 

Because c-myc is associated with immature proliferating cells, NH M@, which are 

considered “end cells”, do not constitutively express c-myb or c-myc. LPS induces 

c-myc in M@ (80), which corresponds to a finding that LPS-treated NH M@ have an 

increase in the number of cells in S and G2/M of the cell cycle. PMA can induce 

c-myc expression in peritoneal exudate cells (PEC) (80). c-fos and c-fms are ex- 

pressed in higher levels in tumor-associated M@ (TAM) than in PEC (21). TAM do not 

respond to LPS, PMA, or an increase in CAMP levels as PEC do. After culturing for 

18 to 20 h, constitutive c-fos expression decreases in TAM, but the TAM can respond 

to LPS-mediated induction of c-fos MRNA. c-fos can be induced in thioglycollate- 

elicited peritoneal M@ by PMA, calcium ionophore, or OAG (128). Cultured 
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thioglycollate-elicited M@ lose expression of c-fos through blockage of transcriptional 

elongation (35). c-fos expression may be augmented by factors that activate protein 

kinase C (128), and by M-CSF (113). Freshly isolated blood monocytes express low 

levels of c-fms in comparison to short-term (48 h) cultured monocytes (129). There 

are high levels of c-fms in resident peritoneal M@, while resident alveolar M@ and 

long-term (21 d) cultured monocytes have lower levels (129). c-fms is down-regulated 

in monocytes by TPA, GM-CSF, PMA, and LPS (49,129). 

The interaction between proto-oncogenes may account for differences in M@ 

function. c-fos has a recognition site on the c-myc gene promoter, but it is for nega- 

tive regulation. For c-myc to be expressed in M¢@ that express c-fos, other factors 

must override the down regulation. In LPS-treated NH Md, c-fos and c-myc are in- 

duced (80), suggesting that suppression of c-myc by c-fos is blocked. In addition, 

stimulation of c-fms leads to upregulation of c-fos and c-myc mRNA (156). LPS-treated 

NH M@ were found to express increased c-fos and c-myc, but no corresponding in- 

crease in cell proliferation was measured (80). The presence of c-myc and c-fos was 

an indication that the M@ were gaining functional capacity. Changes in proto- 

oncogene expression and regulation during tumor growth may account for differ- 

ences in M@ responses to various signals. By being associated with M@ 

differentiation, altered proto-oncogene expression in TBH M@ may account for in- 

crease in immature TBH Md@. The finding that immature TBH M@ are more 

suppressive than NH M@ suggests that part of the immunosuppression may be 

caused by altered proto-oncogene expression. 

Tumor growth is able to alter M@ function leading to immunosuppression. | If 

changes in M@ function are associated with M@ heterogeneity, and are in turn asso- 

ciated with Md development, then changes in M@ development may alter M@ func- 

tion. One mechanism of controlling Mé@ development is through the expression of 
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specific developmentally regulated genes, of which proto-oncogenes are important. 

If development is important to M@ function then the regulation of proto-oncogene 

expression may prove to be important in regulating the immune response. 
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CHAPTER | 

MODULATION OF ALLOREACTIVITY BY MAC-1*, -2* and 

-3* MACROPHAGES FROM NORMAL AND 

TUMOR-BEARING HOSTS: FLOW 

CYTOFLUOROMETRICALLY SEPARATED MACROPHAGES 

ABSTRACT 

M@ are multifunctional cells that regulate humoral and cellular immune re- 

sponses. Our studies of tumor-induced changes in M@ function used M@ subsets 
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which were defined by their Mac-1, Mac-2, and Mac-3 surface markers. To measure 

the accessory activity of M@ for T cell alloreactivity, thioglycollate-elicited peritoneal 

M@ from NH and TBH were labeled with anti-Mac-1, -2, or -3 antibodies and separated 

by flow cytofluorometry. The separated Mac-1*, -2*, and -3* M@ were called sorted 

M@¢, while unseparated M@ were designated unsorted Md. Both M@ types were 

added to MLR cultures at concentrations ranging from a low of 2% Mo to a high of 

20% Md. The low concentration of unsorted NH M@ caused a 31% suppression of 

alloreactivity. Suppression reached 68% when high concentrations of unsorted NH 

M@ were added to the MLR cultures. Unsorted TBH M@ reduced alloreactivity by 

64% and 86% at low and high concentrations, respectively. When separated into 

subpopulations, NH Mac-1* M@ suppressed alloreactivity by 48% and 81% when 

added at low and high concentrations, respectively. TBH Mac-1* suppressed 

alloreactivity by 31% and 59% at low and high concentrations, respectively. There 

were no differences in the suppression caused by NH or TBH Mac-2* M@, and by NH 

or TBH Mac-3* M@. Indomethacin treatment did not affect the suppression caused 

by Mac-1* Md, suggesting that PGE. was not involved. Indomethacin treatment did 

reduce suppression mediated by Mac-2*, -3*, and unsorted M@. Mac-2* M@ dra- 

matically enhanced alloreactivity at low concentrations with NH Mac-2* M@ providing 

greater enhancement of alloreactivity than TBH Mac-2* M@. The division of M@ into 

subpopulations on the basis of Mac antigens suggested that Mac-1* and -3* M@ 

played a major role in immunosuppression in the NH, while Mac-3* M@ were more 

active in TBH immunosuppression. Because neither Mac-1*, -2*, nor -3* TBH M@ 

were more suppressive than Mac-1*, -2*, or -3* NH M@, no one specific TBH 

suppressor M@ can be identified. Tumor-induced immunosuppression may involve 

a network of suppressor M@. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Because M@ exhibit many different immunologic and homeostatic functions, they 

may be made up of functionally distinct subpopulations. Many studies (96,97,98,164), 

including our own (60,61,63,105), support such a hypothesis. Correlations between 

changes in M@ phenotype (172) and function (60,61,63,83,105) during tumor growth 

have been described. The analysis of structure-function relationships and the mo- 

lecular mechanisms responsible for them is hampered because the most popular 

methods, such as depletion, used to separate M@ subpopulations are imprecise. 

Monoclonal antibodies directed against M@ cell surface antigens Mac-1, -2, and 

-3 can be used to specifically characterize M@ (71,72,132). Mac-1 is expressed on 

murine Md, granulocytes, NK cells, and many bone marrow cells (132). Anti-Mac-1 

antibodies can be used to distinguish M@ from lymphocytes. Mac-2 is found on 

peritoneal cells elicited by various agents (72) and on dendritic cells (55) but is 

present only in small quantities or absent from NH unelicited (resident) peritoneal and 

splenic M@ (72). Anti-Mac-2 antibodies can be used to assess the differentiation of 

M@ in response to specific stimuli. Mac-3 is described as a constitutive M@ antigen 

found on mature M@ (132) and dendritic cells (55). 

In this study, we investigated the role of M@ subpopulations in the 

immunosuppression that develops during tumor growth. Using flow cytofluorometric 

cell sorting to separate Mac-1*, -2*, and -3* Md, we discovered that M¢é-mediated 

regulation of the immune response may breakdown during tumor growth. This 

“breakdown” of the immune system may be due to the loss of a specific suppressor 

population of M@ that can be regulated or to the disruption of an autoregulatory cir- 

cuit. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Eight to 12 week-old male BALB/c mice (Harlan Sprague-Dawley, Madison WI) 

received intramuscular injections of a single-cell suspension of 4 x 10° 

methylcholanthrene-induced transplantable fibrosarcoma cells in the left hind leg. 

These injections lead to palpable tumors in 10-14 days. Mice with no tumors (NH; day 

0) or with tumors (TBH; day 21 post tumor cell injection) were used. TBH mice were 

in an immunological suppressed state that was not caused by nonspecific inflamma- 

tion (60,61,63). 

Collection of Md 

Elicited peritoneal M@ were harvested 4 days after sterile thioglycollate injection, 

incubated on tissue culture plates for 2 hr (37°C, 5% COz), washed to remove non- 

adherent cells, scraped, centrifuged, and the adherent cells resuspended in 

RPMI-1640 medium. Complete RPMI-1640 medium (Hazelton, Denver, PA) included 

10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS; Gibco, Grand Island, NY), 4 x 107° M 
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2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 50 mg/I gentamicin (Gibco), 2 g/l NaHCO; 

and 25 mM HEPES (Research Organics, Cleveland, OH). 

Monoclonal Antibody Purification 

The hybridoma cell lines M1/70, M3/38, and M3/84 (producers of anti-Mac-1, -2, 

and -3 mAb, respectively; American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) were 

cultured in 2 L roller bottles in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% or 20% 

FCS (61,63). Supernatants were harvested every 3 days and the cell-free 

supernatants were stored at -70°C. Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) were purified as 

described elsewhere (61,63). Briefly, a pH 7.4 ammonium sulfate solution was added 

to hybridoma supernatant to yield a 50% saturated solution. After standing at 4°C 

overnight, precipitates were collected by centrifugation (10,000 x G, 30 min), resus- 

pended as a 20X concentrate in PBS (pH 7.1), dialyzed against PBS for 48 hr, and 

applied to an anti-Rat IgG affinity column. 

Fluorescent Antibody Labeling 

Cell samples (NH and TBH M@) consisted of 4 x 10° M@/ml. To 1.0 ml aliquots 

of these cells, 10 ul of mAb or normal rat immunoglobulin G (NRIgG) (Cappel, West 

Chester, PA) were added and incubated for 35-45 min at 4°C. NRIigG served as an 

isotype control to determine nonspecific background labelling. The incubation was 
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followed by two washes with cold RPMI 1640 medium. Cells were incubated in a 

1:500 dilution of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled secondary antibody for 

35-45 min at 4°C and washed twice. The secondary antibodies were affinity purified 

FITC labeled goat-anti-rat F(ab’)2 fragment antibody (Cappel) for anti-Mac-1, -2, -3, and 

NRIigG. The phenotype of NH M@ is 73% Mac-1*, 64% Mac-2*, and 86% Mac-3* 

(172). The phenotype of TBH M@ is 72% Mac-1*, 50% Mac-2*, and 74% Mac-3* (172). 

Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting 

FITC labeled cells were injected into the sterile saline flow stream of the EPICS 

V flow cytometer (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, FL) at up to 4,000 cells/second. 

Fluorescence greater than the NRIgG isotype control constituted positive expression. 

Cells were selected by forward angle light scatter, a measurement of size, and 

fluorescence which was above NRIgG isotype control. Selected groups of cells were 

electrically charged and diverted into sterile collection chambers (143). To determine 

the influence of the flow cytofluorometric sorting procedure on alloreactivity, unla- 

beled and NRIgG labeled M@ were passed through the flow cytometer and selected 

by forward angle light scatter. These sorted cells were added into MLR cultures and 

compared with unlabeled and NRIgG labeled unsorted M@. There was no significant 

difference in alloreactivity between the sorted controls and unlabeled controls (data 

not shown). 
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Allogeneic Mixed Lymphocyte Reaction 

MLR consisted of BALB/c (H-24) responder T cell populations and C3H (H-2k) 

stimulator cells. BALB/c T cells were prepared by separating whole spleen cell 

suspensions on a nylon wool column. C3H spleen cells were plated on tissue culture 

grade 150 x 15 mm plates (Lux/Miles Scientific, Naperville, IL)-for 3 hr, harvested, and 

irradiated at 2000 rads. BALB/c responder cells in complete RPMI medium were 

added at 2 x 10° cells/well, and the C3H stimulator cells were added at 4 x 10° 

cells/well in a 96-well “U” bottom microculture dish (Flow Laboratories). BALB/c 

M@ (sorted or unsorted) were added to the MLR cultures at 2, 5, 10, or 20% of the 

number of C3H stimulator cells. Indomethacin, final concentration 107’ M, was added 

to appropriate wells. This concentration is an effective inhibitor of the arachidonic 

acid pathway for prostaglandin synthesis, nontoxic to immune cells, and has been 

shown to suppress PGEz production by 50% in M@ subpopulations identified by anti- 

body depletion experiments (63). The cells were cultured (96 hr, 37°C), pulsed with 

tritiated thymidine (ICN, Irvine CA), harvested, and counted (TM Analytical, Elk Grove, 

IL). All data were recorded as percentage of control MLR reactivity. The control MLR 

culture without M@ averaged 40,731 + 281 counts per minute (cpm). When 2% un- 

sorted NH M@ were added to the MLR culture, the counts dropped to 28,296 + 1075. 

There was a 31% decrease in MLR reactivity (1-[28,296/40,731] x 100 = 31%). To 

determine if decrease in com was due to crowding, BALB/c cells were added in 

numbers equivalent to the M@ added in the test samples. There was no significant 

decrease in cpm (data not shown). There was no significant change in alloreactivity 

when Mac-1, -2, and -3 mAb labeled only M@ were added to the MLR (data not 

shown). 
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Statistics 

M@ were pooled from 3-6 mice, and each experiment was repeated 3-4 times. 

Four duplicate wells were run for each test sample in the MLR. All numbers were 

tested for significance by Student’s ¢ test. 

RESULTS 

Unsorted NH and TBH M@ 

To determine the effects of unsorted NH and TBH M@ on alloreactivity, they were 

added to MLR cultures at various concentrations (2, 5, 10, and 20% of stimulator cells; 

Figure 1). The addition of NH M¢ at low (2%) concentrations decreased alloreactivity 

by 31%, and by 68% when added at high (20%) concentrations. TBH M@ suppressed 

alloreactivity by 64% and 86% when added at low and high concentrations, respec- 

tively. Indomethacin treatment significantly reduced NH and TBH Md-mediated sup- 

pression. At low concentrations, indomethacin-treated NH Md _ suppressed 

alloreactivity by 15% while indomethacin-treated TBH M@ suppressed alloreactivity 

by 25%. These results were consistent with earlier work which showed increased 
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immunosuppression by TBH M@ (41,61,63,105). Because our earlier work showed a 

change in the expression and function of Mac-1, -2, and -3 during tumor growth, we 

examined the accessory cell activity of sorted M@. 

NH and TBH Mac-1*-Sorted Md 

To determine if Mac-1* M@ affected immunosuppression, sorted Mac-1* M@ 

were collected and added into MLR cultures. NH Mac-1* M@ suppressed 

alloreactivity by 48% at low concentrations and by 81% at high concentrations (Fig- 

ure 2). TBH Mac-1* M@ suppressed alloreactivity by 31% at low concentrations and 

59% at high concentrations. The suppression mediated by TBH Mac-1* M@ was 

significantly (p< 0.05) lower than NH Mac-1* M@. Indomethacin treatment reduced 

suppression by the high concentration of NH Mac-1* Md. The inability of 

indomethacin treatment to reduce suppression mediated by all other doses of NH and 

TBH M@ suggests that PGE. does not regulate the suppression caused by Mac-1* 

M@. The decrease in immunosuppression by the TBH Mac-1* M@ may be attempting 

an immunological response against the tumor, but the Mac-1~” M@ may suppress this 

activity. 

NH and TBH Mac-2*-Sorted M@ 

Earlier depletion studies showed that Mac-2* Md@ were responsible for 

immunosuppression in the TBH, but had little effect in the NH (63). To ascertain 

whether sorted Mac-2* M@ had a similar role, NH or TBH Mac-2* M@ were added into 
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MLR cultures. NH Mac-2* M@ suppressed alloreactivity in the MLR by 24% and 80% 

when added at low and high concentrations, respectively (Figure 3). TBH Mac-2* 

M@ suppressed alloreactivity by 26% and 84% when added at low and high concen- 

trations. Indomethacin treatment reduced Mac-2* Md@-mediated suppression at all 

concentrations. At low concentrations, indomethacin-treated NH Mac-2* 

M@¢-containing alloreactivity cultures exceeded control values, while those with TBH 

Mac-2* M@ did not. The effect of indomethacin on Mac-2* M@ suggests that PGE: is 

important in the immunosuppression caused by Mac-2* M@. Perhaps these M@ can 

enhance alloreactivity only if PGEz2 production is reduced. Enhanced alloreactivity 

following addition of NH Mac-2* M@ alloreactivity after indomethacin treatment sug- 

gested that NH Mac-2* M@ produce less PGE2 than TBH Mac-2* Md. NH Mac-2* Md 

were less suppressive than NH Mac-1* M@ at low concentrations. TBH Mac-2* M@ 

were as suppressive as TBH Mac-1* M@ at low concentrations. Indomethacin treat- 

ment reduced suppression in MLR cultures with NH and TBH Mac-2* M@ but not with 

NH and TBH Mac-1* M@. 

NH and TBH Mac-3*-Sorted M@ 

NH Mac-3* M@ influence immunosuppression differently than do TBH Mac-3* 

M@ (63). Sorted NH Mac-3* M@ suppressed MLR alloreactivity by 45% and 70% at 

low and high concentrations, respectively (Figure 4). TBH Mac-3* M@ suppressed 

alloreactivity by 49% and 61% at low and high concentrations. Indomethacin treat- 

ment reduced suppression by all M@ groups at all concentrations. Indomethacin- 

treated NH Mac-3* M@ suppressed alloreactivity by 25% and 58% at low and high 
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concentrations, respectively. TBH Mac-3* M@ treated with indomethacin suppressed 

alloreactivity by 27% and 56% when added at low and high concentrations, respec- 

tively. The results suggests that PGE: is involved in Mac-3* M@ immunosuppression. 

NH Mac-3* M@ were as suppressive as Mac-1* M@ but more suppressive than 

Mac-2+t Md. TBH Mac-3* M@ were more suppressive than Mac-1* or -2* M@. The 

suppressive activity of Mac-3 M@ suggests that Mac-3* M@ play a major role in 

immunosuppression in both NH and TBH. Because indomethacin treatment reduced 

immunosuppression, PGE2 may be needed for Mac-3* M@-mediated immunity but, 

because Mac-3* M¢@ are still suppressive, other soluble factors may be involved. 

DISCUSSION 

Our primary question was whether differences in suppressive ability (down- 

regulation of alloreactivity) of NH and TBH M@ were due to distinct “suppressor” 

M@. To answer this, unsorted or sorted NH or TBH M@ were titrated into MLR cul- 

tures. At lower concentrations, unsorted NH M@ were less suppressive than TBH 

Mq@. Part of the suppression in the TBH may be caused by an increased number of 

M@ in the TBH (83), but equal numbers of NH M@ are not as suppressive as TBH 

Mq@. TBH M@ suppression is caused, in part, by increased PGEz secretion (41) and 

by a high molecular weight inhibitor (106). Earlier work showed that TBH M@ sup- 

pressed allogeneic MLR reactivity (41,61,63,105). Although splenic M@ can stimulate 

autoreactivity (173,176), peritoneal M@ had little or no effect on stimulating 

autoreactive T cell proliferation (Alleva and Elgert, unpublished observations). This 
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does not, however rule out stimulation of autoreactive T cells that suppress the MLR. 

M@ regulate MLR reactivity in a concentration-dependent manner (37). M@ may re- 

lease suppressor molecules during arachidonic acid metabolism. To test this possi- 

bility, M@ were incubated with indomethacin to block cyclooxygenase-mediated 

prostenoid synthesis. Indomethacin treatment reduced suppression, but 

indomethacin reversed suppression by unsorted TBH M¢@ significantly more than that 

of unsorted NH M@. These results strongly suggest that the greater suppressive 

ability of TBH M@ can be attributed to increased PGE2 production (41). 

Like others (114,130), we wish to associate M@ functions with specific marker 

expression. Depleting NH and TBH peritoneal exudate cells of specific M@ subpop- 

ulations and reconstituting the remaining cells to the same cell concentration led to 

a novel finding (60,61,63,105): the cell type that affects negative regulation in the NH 

is not the same in the TBH. Mac-3* M@ suppress alloreactivity in the NH while 

Mac-2+ M@ suppress alloreactivity in the TBH (63). The suppression in the TBH may 

be partly caused by the loss of regulation of PGE2 production by Mac-2* M@ (105). 

Previous results should be viewed with caution because depletion methods are 

problematic: i) the anti-Mac antibodies are poor complement activators resulting in 

only 25 - 60% lysis (60) and ii) the cells of interest are lost. Resulting M@ populations 

may be contaminated by the cell type presumably removed and thus remain a het- 

erogeneous mixture. Monoclonal antibodies against M@ cell surface markers and 

flow cytometric sorting of these marked cells are more precise methods for selecting 

and separating putative M@ subpopulations. Because other cell types express Mac 

antigens, isolating M@ by plating and then gating for M@ with the flow cytometer de- 

creased contamination by dendritic cells that can express Mac-2, and -3 (55). 

NH Mac-1* M@ suppressed alloreactivity more than TBH Mac-1* M@ did. The 

lower suppression caused by TBH Mac-1* M@ may be due to TBH Mac-1* M@ being 
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primed to the tumor. TBH M@ can be primed and activated for tumoricidal ability by 

LPS (22) and can enhance alloreactivity (See Chapter Ill). LPS may interact with M@ 

through Mac-1 (169), which suggests a role for Mac-1* M@ in tumoricidal activity and 

alloreactivity. Indomethacin treatment had little effect on suppression mediated by 

NH and TBH Mac-1* M@, so other inhibitors may be present (91,106,121). Only high 

concentrations of NH Mac-1* M@ with high PGEz levels showed reduced suppression 

after indomethacin treatment. The results suggest that Mac-2* M@ suppression at 

low concentrations was mediated primarily by PGE2 and not by other soluble factors. 

NH Mac-2* M@ might produce less PGE than TBH Mac-2* Md, which correlates with 

earlier depletion studies (63). TBH Mac-2* M@ were identified earlier as being the 

primary producer of PGEz (105), but the NH producer is unknown. There was no dif- 

ference between the suppressive ability of NH and TBH Mac-3* M@. Indomethacin 

treatment reduced the suppression of NH and TBH Mac-3* M¢@ in a similar way, sug- 

gesting that Mac-2* and-3* M@ were involved in PGE2 production in both NH and TBH. 

In addition, Mac-3* M@ suppression may be mediated by other factors acting in con- 

junction with PGEz. 

By sorting Md@, we identified suppressive populations based on expression of 

Mac-1, -2, or -3. Although multiple expression of Mac-1, -2, and -3 exists in M@, dis- 

tinct subpopulations could be identified in NH and TBH based on double-labeling us- 

ing antibodies to Mac-1, -2, -3, and la (174). Double-labeling data show that there is 

a significant decrease in double-positive populations during tumor growth. Our lab- 

oratory showed that regulation of suppression in the NH is regulated by Mac* M@ 

(63), so an increase in Mac” M@ during tumor growth may disrupt the regulatory cir- 

cuit. Separation of M@ based on dual labeling may provide additional insight into the 

interactions of the M@ subpopulations. Because this initial work suggested that 
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Mac-1*, Mac-2*, or-3* M@ populations respond differently in the MLR and to 

indomethacin treatment, M@ separation based on Mac-1, -2, or -3 expression is valid. 

The NH suppressor M@ is Mac-1* and -3* (63). We reported earlier that Mac-1* 

M@ depletion led to elevated PGE2 production (63). PGE2 suppression occurs early 

in the MLR while suppression by a high molecular weight inhibitor occurs throughout 

the MLR (106). Coupled with the present results, the first step in NH suppression may 

be mediated by PGEz produced by Mac-2* and -3* M@. PGE: production is then down 

regulated by Mac-1*t M@. Next, Mac-1* and Mac-3* M@ produce soluble suppressors. 

This scenario for NH control of suppression does not seem to apply in the TBH. TBH 

Mac-1* M@ cannot down-regulate PGE2 production (106). This lack of regulation may 

account for the increased PGE production in the TBH (41). PGE2 regulation of Mac-1* 

M@ suppression is lost in the TBH, suggesting that there is change in the messages 

travelling between M@ subpopulations in the TBH. This communication breakdown 

among the TBH M@ subpopulations may account for some of the immunosuppression 

we saw in our tumor model. Another possibility is that PGE2 may down-regulate 

some, but not all, M@ functions and that tumor growth may shift the susceptibility in 

the wrong direction. 
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CHAPTER II 

LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE MODULATION OF ACCESSORY 

FUNCTION, SURFACE MARKERS, AND CELL-CYCLE 

KINETICS OF NORMAL AND TUMOR-BEARING HOST 

MACROPHAGES 

ABSTRACT 

NH and TBH peritoneal M@ responses to in vitro LPS treatment were measured 

by assessing functional and phenotypic changes. Both normal and TBH untreated 
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M@ suppressed MLR cultures at all concentrations. NH M@ treated with LPS for 3 h 

were suppressive at all concentrations. TBH M@ treated with LPS for 3 h were not 

suppressive in the MLR until more than 5% of them were added. Surprisingly, 24-h 

treatment of normal and TBH M@ with LPS induced cells that significantly enhanced 

MLR reactivity when added at 2% or 5%. These cells were not suppressive until a 

20% M@¢ concentration was reached. LPS treatment of normal and TBH M@ changed 

the percentage of cells expressing the surface markers Mac-1, -2, -3, and la as de- 

termined by flow cytometry. NH peritoneal M@ treated with LPS for 3 h had de- 

creased Mac-1 and -3 expression, but there was no change in Mac-2 or la. Plating for 

24 h did not change the percentage of M@ expressing Mac-1, -3, or la but did cause 

an increase in Mac-2* Md. Treatment of NH M@ with LPS for 24 h led to a decrease 

in Mac-1* and la* Md, no change in Mac-3* M@, but an increase in Mac-2* Md. LPS 

treatment of TBH M@ for 3 h decreased the number of Mac-1* M@, but Mac-2"*, -3*, 

or lat M@ numbers did not change. Plating TBH M@ for 24 h caused a decrease in 

the number of Mac-1* M@, no change in Mac-3* or la* M@, but an increase in Mac-2t 

Md. Treatment with LPS for 24 h led to no change in the number of Mac-1*, -3*, or 

la* TBH M@, but Mac-2* M@ increased. The phenotypic and functional changes after 

LPS treatment led us to ask if these changes were detectable at DNA and RNA levels. 

Flow cytometric analyses of AO-stained M@ were used to measure DNA and RNA 

levels. These analyses determine M@ cell-cycle kinetics and estimate their RNA 

synthesis. In NH Md, a 3-h LPS treatment caused a decrease of cells in Go/G,; but 

an insignificant change in RNA levels. The same LPS treatment of TBH M@ caused 

an increase of cells in Go/G, and a decrease in the RNA levels. The results suggest 

that normal and TBH M@ respond to in vitro signals differently. These differences 

suggest that abnormal TBH M@ responses to in vivo signals may lead to tumor- 

induced suppression. 
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INTRODUCTION 

LPS causes several functional and physiological changes in the M@. The func- 

tional changes include increased bactericidal and tumoricidal ability (42,43,152), and 

regulatory ability (2,65). Physiological changes in the M@ include: (i) induction of 

mRNA for M-CSF, c-fos, TNF-a, IFN-y, and IL-1; (ii) synthesis and phosphorylation of 

new proteins, increased secretion of IL-1 and PGE,; (iii) down regulation of TNF 

receptors and c-fms, that encodes for the M-CSF receptor, down regulation of la; and 

(iv) triggering the breakdown of polyphosphoinositids important in signal transduction 

(2,43). Many of these physiological changes are associated with activated M@. These 

changes are not surprising because LPS alone (23,123) or in combination with IFN-y 

(1,23) activates M@. IFN-y sometimes mimics the effects of LPS not by enhancing the 

response but by decreasing the requirement for LPS. IFN-y treatment to prime M@ 

is not necessary for activation but increases the sensitivity to LPS. Activation ap- 

pears to lock the M@ into a specific state so it has less potential to carry out multiple 

functions. The actual receptor for the LPS-M@ interaction is not known, but LPS is 

believed to interact with the LFA-1, p150/95, and Mac-1 (169). 

Tumor development changes functional and phenotypic characteristics of Md. 

TBH M@ suppressive characteristics are caused, in part, by increased PGE2 secretion 

(41) which inhibits IL-1 activity (88), IL-2 production, IL-2 receptor expression (157), 

and la expression (177). Direct immunosuppression in the TBH can be mediated by 
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a high molecular weight inhibitor (106). During the suppressed state, there are re- 

duced numbers of Mac-2* and -3+ M@ (172). In addition, TBH M@ do not support the 

allogeneic MLR or the syngeneic MLR (41,60,63,105, 175). 

Though TBH M¢@ are either more immunosuppressive or lack the ability to main- 

tain a response, work in our laboratory shows that LPS can activate TBH M¢@ in vitro 

for tumor cell killing at concentrations that do not activate normal M@ (22). We 

speculated that TBH M@ were primed in vivo and could be activated by LPS alone, 

while NH M@ were not primed because they could not be activated by low doses of 

LPS. Primed M@ require a smaller dose of LPS to activate them for tumor cell killing 

than do resident Md. If TBH M@ are primed in vivo, this may play a part in 

Md@-mediated suppression. 

Resident M@ synthesize DNA and proliferate (165), while activated M@ lose their 

ability to proliferate (2) and have decreased RNA levels (120). Proliferation and RNA 

synthesis are related, because a certain amount of RNA must be present for DNA 

synthesis to occur (39). M@ that are within Go/G, and express high levels of RNA are 

said to be in G:, or late G, (39). Cells in early G; cannot enter S phase directly, sug- 

gests that an optimal level of RNA must be reached before DNA synthesis can occur. 

The presence of M@ in late G; suggests that these cells are preparing to enter S 

phase, but they require an additional signal (39). Because LPS alone activates TBH 

and not NH Md, there should be differences in levels of DNA and RNA synthesis. 

LPS treatment was used to assess several characteristics of normal and TBH 

Mq@. These characteristics were accessory function in the MLR, the expression of 

surface markers Mac-1, -2, -3, and la, cell-cycle kinetics, and RNA expression. The 

MLR was used to study the function of Md exposed to LPS. A relationship exists 

between shifts in Mac-1, -2, -3, and la antigen expression and M@ function during tu- 

mor growth (59,60,63,105,172). Cell-cycle kinetics and RNA expression measured the 
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proliferative abilities and molecular nature of the M@ after treatment with LPS. This 

study points out differences in functional and phenotypic characteristics in normal 

and TBH M¢ after LPS treatment. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Eight to 12 week-old male BALB/c mice (Dominion Labs, Dublin, VA) received 

intramuscular injections of a single-cell suspension of 4 x 10° methylcholanthrene- 

induced transplantable fibrosarcoma cells in the left hind leg. Palpable tumors 

formed in 10-14 days. Mice were LDH virus negative (Microbiological Associates, 

Bethesda, MD). Mice with no tumors (normal; day 0) or with tumors (TBH; day 21 post 

tumor cell injection) were used. Progression of tumor resulted in increasing 

immunosuppression (61) and was comparable to other methylcholanthrene-induced 

tumors (53). TBH mice were in an immunological suppressed state that was not 

caused by nonspecific inflammation (175). 
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Md Collection and Activation 

Thioglycollate-elicited peritoneal M@ were harvested 4 days after injection, 

plated on tissue culture plates for 2 h (37°C, 5% COz), washed to remove nonadherent 

cells, scraped, and centrifuged. These cells were < 1% B cells based on staining 

with FITC-labeled anti-lgG, -igM, and IgA. The cells were resuspended in RPMI-1640 

medium (Hazelton, Denver, PA) with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS; 

Gibco, Grand Island, NY), 4 x 107° M 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 50 

mg/l gentamicin (Gibco), 2 g/l NaHCOs and 25 mM HEPES (Research Organics, 

Cleveland, OH) (61). At intervals, LPS W S. typhosa (Difco, Detroit Ml) was added to 

the cultures at a final concentration of 10 ug/ml. Md were treated with LPS for 3h 

or 24 h and untreated controls were run in parallel. M@ were collected, washed free 

of LPS, and resuspended at 4 x 10° cells/ml. These M@ were then: (i) used in func- 

tional assays; (ii) labeled with monoclonal Ab (mAb) Mac-1, -2, -3, or la for flow 

cytometric analyses; or (iii) stained with AO for DNA and RNA characterization by flow 

cytometric analyses. 

Monoclonal Antibody Production and Purification 

The hybridoma cell lines M1/70, M3/38, M3/84, MK-D6, and 25-9-3S (producers 

of anti-Mac-1, -2, -3, anti-la%, and anti-la® mAb, respectively) (60,61) (American Type 

Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) were cultured in 2 L roller bottles in RPMI medium 

supplemented with 10% or 20% FCS. Supernatants were harvested every 3 days and 

the cell-free supernatants were stored at -70°C. Monoclonal antibodies were purified 
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as described elsewhere (175). Briefly, a pH 7.4 ammonium sulfate solution was 

added to hybridoma supernatant to yield a 50% saturated solution. After standing at 

4°C overnight, precipitates were collected by centrifugation (10,000 x G, 30 min), re- 

suspended as a 20X concentrate in PBS (pH 7.1), dialyzed against PBS for 48 h, and 

applied to an affinity column. 

Fluorescent Antibody Labeling 

Cell samples (normal and TBH, untreated and LPS-treated M@) consisted of 4 x 

10° Md/mi. To 1.0 ml aliquots of these cells, 10 ul of mAb or normal rat 

immunoglobulin G (NRIgG) (Cappel, West Chester, PA) were added and incubated for 

35-45 min at 4°C. This was followed by two washes with cold RPMI medium. Cells 

were incubated in a 1:500 dilution of FITC-labeled secondary antibody for 35-45 min 

at 4°C and washed twice. The secondary antibodies were: (i) affinity purified goat- 

anti-rat F(ab’)2 fragment FITC-labeled antibody (Cappel) for anti-Mac-1, -2, -3, and 

NRIgG (control) and (ii) affinity purified goat-anti-mouse F(ab’)2 fragment FITC-labeled 

antibody (Cappel) for anti-la¢ and anti-la> antibodies. 

Allogeneic Mixed Lymphocyte Reaction 

The MLR consisted of L3T4* BALB/c (H-2°) responder T cell populations and C3H 

(H-2‘) stimulator cells. CD4* cells were prepared by separating whole spleen cell 
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suspensions on a nylon wool column and purified by antibody plus complement 

treatment (175). C3H spleen cells were plated on tissue culture grade 150 x 15 mm 

plates (Lux/Miles Scientific, Naperville, IL) for 3 h and irradiated at 2000 rads. BALB/c 

responder cells in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FCS were added at 2 x 10° cells/well, 

and the C3H stimulator cells were added at 4 x 10° cells/well in a 96-well “U” bottom 

microculture dish (Flow Laboratories). Irradiated BALB/c M@ were added to the MLR 

at 2, 5, 10, and 20% of the number of C3H stimulator cells. Corresponding crowding 

controls were done. The mixtures were cultured (96 h, 37°C), pulsed with tritiated 

thymidine (ICN, Irvine CA), harvested, and counted (TM Analytical, Elk Grove, IL). 

Acridine Orange Staining 

After 3 or 24 h, the M@ were removed from culture plates, centrifuged, resus- 

pended in 0.1 ml RPMI 1640 medium with 20% FBS, and treated with 0.2 ml of sol- 

ution A (0.1% triton-X, 0.08 N HCl, and 0.15 N NaCl). After gentle mixing (4°C, 15 sec), 

0.5 ml of solution B (0.16 ng/ml AO, 1 mM EDTA-Na, and 0.15 M NaCl in phosphate- 

citric acid buffer, pH 6.0) was added to stain the cells (38). AO is used because it can 

stain DNA and RNA simultaneously for determination of cell cycle kinetics including 

the percentage of cells in early and late G;. These cells were ready for analysis by 

flow cytometry. 
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Flow Cytometry 

Flow cytometric analyses were performed on an EPICS V, Model 752 laser flow 

cytometer and cell sorter (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, FL). Four parameters per cell 

were measured: forward angle light scatter, 90 degree light scatter, red fluorescence, 

and green fluorescence. Laser excitation was normally 300 mW at 488nm using a 5 

W argon laser (Coherent Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Data was collected with the multipa- 

rameter data acquisition and display system (MDADS, Coulter Electronics). 10,000 

cells were counted per sample. For fluorescent antibody labeling, forward angle light 

scatter was collected using a linear scale, and 90 degree light scatter was collected 

using the log integral. Data in Table 1 and 2 have control values subtracted. For AO 

analysis, red fluorescence and green fluorescence were collected on a linear scale 

with red fluorescence representing RNA levels while green fluorescence represents 

DNA levels. The calculations were performed using MDADS software. 

Statistics 

M@ were pooled from 3-6 mice and each experiment was repeated 3-4 times. 

Four replicate wells were run for each test sample in the MLR. All percentages for 

the flow cytometry data were collected from the MDADS computer. All numbers were 

tested for significance by Student’s ¢ test. 
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RESULTS 

Modulation of MLR Reactivity by LPS-Treated Md 

To determine LPS influence on M@ accessory function, normal and TBH 

peritoneal M@ were either untreated or pretreated with LPS for 3 h or 24 h and added 

to an allogeneic MLR (BALB/c: H-2¢ responder cells and C3H: H-2* stimulator cells) 

at different percentages of H-2‘ stimulator cells (0, 2, 5, 10, and 20%). Because initial 

studies indicated that molecular changes and accessory cell activity peaked at 3 and 

24 h, respectively; these time periods were studied. Md addition at 20% or greater 

was equally suppressive for all groups (Figures 5 and 6). Untreated M@ suppressed 

T-cell reactivity at concentrations as low as 2%. NH M@ treated with LPS for 3 h were 

suppressive at all concentrations. TBH M®@ treated with LPS for 3 h lost their 

suppressive ability when added at low concentrations. Twenty four-h LPS treatment 

of normal and TBH M@ induced cells that significantly enhanced MLR reactivity at low 

concentrations (2% and 5%) and were suppressive only at higher concentrations. 

The addition of extra stimulatory cells enhanced MLR reactivity in a dose-dependent 

manner, which ruled out suppression being caused by cell crowding (data not 

shown). 

Surface Antigen Expression 

The effect of LPS on the percentage of normal and TBH M¢@ expressing Mac-1, -2, 

-3 and la was assessed by labeling M@ with anti-Mac-1, -2, -3, or la after no treatment, 
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treatment with LPS for 3 or 24-h, or after 24-h plating alone. The number of NH 

Mac-1* M@ significantly decreased after 3-h (11%) and 24-h (27%) LPS treatment 

compared with untreated controls (Table 1). TBH Mac-1* M@ numbers only de- 

creased 7% after a 3-h LPS treatment (Table 2). After 24-h plating alone, the number 

of TBH Mac-1* M@ decreased to 13%, while those cultured for 24 h with LPS returned 

to 3-h untreated levels. LPS caused no changes in normal or TBH Mac-2* Md. 

However, the percentage of normal and TBH Mac-2* M@ increased after plating for 

24 h. The percentage of Mac-2* M®@ after a 3-h plating decreased during tumor 

growth, verifying our earlier studies (172). The only detectable change in Mac-3 ex- 

pression was a decrease in NH Mac-3* M@ (6%) after 3-h exposure to LPS. LPS 

down regulated la expression in the NH M@ from 18% to 10% after 24 h. No effect 

was seen in the TBH Md, perhaps because la was already at low levels on these 

M@ (61). Comparisons of lat M@ between the NH and TBH showed significant de- 

creases in TBH la* M¢@ in all of the treatment groups (172). 

Cell-Cycle Kinetics and RNA Levels of M@ 

To measure the effect of LPS on M@ DNA and level, AO was used to measure 

both DNA and RNA for cell-cycle kinetics. Figure 7 column 4 shows that the per- 

centages of NH M@ in Go/G,; decreased from 80.9% (row A) to 58.4% (row B) after a 

3-h LPS treatment. M@ plated for 24 h without (row C) or with LPS (row D) had a de- 

creased percentage of cells in Go/G; (Column 2), but the percentages for the two 

groups was similar (76.9% with and 72.5% without LPS). These results suggested 

that the effect of LPS on the cell-cycle kinetics of NH M@ was diminished after 24 h 

and that plating alone caused an increase in the number of NH M@ entering S phase. 
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Table 1. Percentage of NH M¢ Expressing Mac or la Antigens After LPS Treatment 

  

Percentage of M@? 
  

  

Treatment® Mac-1* Mac-2* Mac-3* lat 

3h 69 + 1¢ 6442 90+ 1 18+1 

3-h LPS 58 + 2* 57+2 84+ 1* 16+ 1 

24h 7143 80+ 1" 89+ 1 1343 

24-h LPS 44+ 6’ 78+ 1" 87 +1 10+ 2" 
  

@Percentage positive is the number of cells per 10,000 counted that were con- 
sidered positively labeled (compared to the NR!gG or anti-la® control); 

’Cells were treated and labeled as stated in Materials and Methods. 

‘The numbers are the mean of the different experiments for each time point + 
standard error. Significance was checked by using Students ¢ test (p <0.05) and 
significant differences from the 3-h control are indicated by *. 
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Table 2. Percentage of TBH M¢@ Expressing Mac or la Antigens After LPS Treatment 

  

Percentage of M@? 
  

  

Treatment? Mac-1* Mac-2t Mac-3* la* 

3h 67+1 5442 89+ 1 4+1** 

3-h LPS 60+ 1" 5643 8443 3+ 1** 

24h 54+ 3*,** 7542" 89+ 1 6+1*" 

24-h LPS 67+ 4** 81+3" 91+1 32+ 1** 
  

4Values show percentage of M@ expressing antigen following subtraction of 
NRIgG controls as determined by MDADS as described in Table 1. Significant 
differences from the 3-h control are indicated by *, while differences from Table 
1 are indicated by “*. 

>M¢ were plated for 3 h and 24 h and cultured in the presence or absence of LPS. 
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Figure 7. Effect of LPS on the Cell Cycle and RNA Expression in NH Md: Column 1 shows single 

parameter histogram with DNA levels (x-axis) versus cell number (y-axis). Column 2 

shows single parameter histogram with RNA levels (x-axis) versus cell number (y-axis). 

Column 3 shows double parameter histogram with DNA levels (x-axis) versus RNA lev- 

els (y-axis). Values in right corner represent the percentage of cells in G,/G, that are 

in late G, as determined by MDADS Quadstat. Column 4 shows the percentage of cells 

in G,/G,, S and G,/M. Row A represents 3-h plating no LPS, Row B represents 3-h LPS, 

Row C represents 24-h plating no LPS, and Row D represents 24-h LPS. 
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There was little change in total RNA expression after a 3-h treatment with LPS (Figure 

7, column 2). More M@ expressed high RNA levels, cells in late Gi, (Column 3) after 

24 h which suggests that plating effects NH M@. Figure 8, column 4 shows that the 

percentages of TBH M@ in Go/G; increased (63.7% to 89.0%) after 3-h LPS treatment. 

M@¢ plated for 24 h without (row C) or with LPS (row D) had an increased percentage 

of cells in Go/G:, but the percentages for the two groups was similar (92.8% with and 

88.3% without LPS). The effect of LPS on TBH M@ cell-cycle kinetics was diminished 

by 24 h. Plating TBH M@ decreased the percentage of M@ that were in S phase. 

Figure 8 also shows an increase of M@ expressing low levels of RNA (Figure 8, Col- 

umn 3) and a corresponding decrease in M@ expressing high levels of RNA after 3-h 

treatment with LPS (Figure 8, Column 3). The number of M@ expressing high levels 

of RNA (Figure 8, Column 3) increases after 24 h, which suggested that plating affects 

TBH M@. NH M@ had a decrease in the percentage of cells in Go/G, after 24 h while 

TBH M@ had an increase of cells in Go/G:. 
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Figure 8. Effect of LPS on the Cell Cycle and RNA Expression in TBH Md: Column 1 shows single 
parameter histogram with DNA levels (x-axis) versus cell number (y-axis). Column 2 
shows single parameter histogram with RNA levels (x-axis) versus cell number (y-axis). 
Column 3 shows double parameter histogram with DNA levels (x-axis) versus RNA lev- 
els (y-axis). Values in right corner represent the percentage of cells in G,/G, that are 
in late G, as determined by MDADS Quadstat. Column 4 shows the percentage of cells 
in G,/G,, S and G,/M. Row A represents 3-h plating no LPS, Row B represents 3-h LPS, 
Row C represents 24-h plating no LPS, and Row D represents 24-h LPS. 
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DISCUSSION 

LPS affects NH and TBH M¢@ cytolytic activity differently (138,152,). This differ- 

ence is attributed to the TBH M@ existing in a primed state. If LPS modulates effector 

function differently in NH and TBH Md, are there differences in accessory cell func- 

tion? NH and TBH M@ can suppress, as well as enhance, MLR reactivity 

(37,60,61,63,65,105,175). NH and TBH M¢@ differ in their function in the MLR after 3-h 

LPS treatment. Suppression by low concentrations of NH M®@ after the 3-h LPS 

treatment was more dramatic than by TBH M@. This suppression suggests that TBH 

M@ respond to the LPS earlier than NH Md. TBH M@ respond to LPS at lower con- 

centrations then do NH M®@ (22), so TBH M@ may be primed or respond to an earlier 

signal in vivo. Prolonged LPS exposure enhanced MLR reactivity. NH and TBH M@ 

exposed to LPS for 24 h enhanced MLR reactivity at low concentrations (2-5%) but 

were suppressive at higher concentrations (20%). Enhancement was first seen in the 

TBH after 3-h LPS treatment, but enhancement by NH M@ was not seen until 24 h. 

This correlates with work (138) showing that TBH M@ became cytolytic for tumor cells 

sooner and at lower LPS concentrations than their normal counterparts. Combined 

with recent work (22,138), this result suggested that although LPS can activate M@ for 

tumor cytotoxicity and MLR enhancement, LPS activation occurred more efficiently 

when M¢ were in a primed state. 

LPS, in combination with cytokines, is one of several substances that can activate 

M@ (22,42,123,124,152,169). The ability of LPS-treated M@ to enhance or suppress 

MLR reactivity might be caused by changes in the amount of PGEz, IL-1, and TNF-a 

produced by the M@. LPS induces the production of IL-1 and TNF-a (118), which 

stimulate T-cell proliferation (141). LPS stimulates the production of PGE2 which plays 
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a major role in immune suppression, especially during tumor development 

(41,63,82,88,104,105,157,177). Conversely, PGEz2 and cAMP induce or act 

synergistically to magnify the TNF-« response (99). The presence of few M@¢ leads to 

low concentrations of PGE. which enhances the TNF-« response and does not sup- 

press the IL-1 response (99). Higher concentrations of M@ may generate sufficient 

PGEz and other soluble factors to suppress the T-cell response, even in the presence 

of IL-1 and TNF. The change in state from normal to TBH might influence the M@ 

response to LPS. LPS induction of IL-1 and TNF-« may depend on the M¢@ activation 

state. Because LPS-treated TBH M@ were less suppressive, these M@ may produce 

IL-1 and TNF-« before their normal counterparts, but by 24 h there may not be any 

difference in production levels. LPS may play a dual role in immunoregulation by 

stimulating IL-1 and TNF-a, which enhance the immune response, and producing 

PGE2z, which regulates the immune response in a concentration-dependent step 

where low levels enhance while higher levels suppress. Enhancement in the TBH is 

interesting because TBH M@ produce greater amounts of PGE2 than their normal 

counterparts (82). Because enhancement was seen in the TBH after LPS treatment, 

perhaps LPS regulated PGE: production in the TBH. 

The differential effects of 3-h and 24-h LPS treatment on normal and TBH M@ 

suppression of MLR reactivity and Mac antigen expression (See Table 1, Table 2, 

Figure 5, and Figure 6) led to several conclusions. Because Mac-3* M@ are involved 

in regulating PGEz production by normal and TBH M@ (157), LPS-induced enhance- 

ment of the MLR may require Mac-3* M@, and any decrease in the number of Mac-3* 

M@ would lead to suppression. Mac-1* M@ did not play a role in enhancing MLR 

reactivity. The percentage of TBH la* M@ did not decrease, not surprising because 

they are at an initial low expression (61,172). The decrease in NH la* M@ after 24-h 
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LPS treatment did not decrease MLR reactivity because the M@ act as accessory 

cells. 

Cells that are resting or not synthesizing DNA are in the Go/G; phase, cells syn- 

thesizing DNA are in the S phase, and cells waiting to divide are in the G2/M phase. 

For convenience, cells in Go/G; are referred to as resting while cells in S and G2/M 

are proliferating cells. The number of resident M@ that are in S phase may be low, 

although one researcher (165) found 10% of resident M@ in S phase, our values for 

NH M@ in S phase should be higher because we are using thioglycollated-elicited 

M@. Because more TBH M@ were in S phase and were more proliferative than NH 

Md, there was an added effect on immunosuppression (See Figures 7 and 8). TBH 

M@ express less la and produce more soluble suppressors (41,61,68,104,105,106). A 

3-h LPS treatment caused TBH M¢@ to return to a resting state, because there were 

more M@ in Go/G, and fewer in late G1. The 3-h LPS treatment caused a decrease in 

total RNA levels in the TBH. The increase in RNA production after 24-h plating was 

expected because adherence causes selective expression of mRNA in monocytes 

(69). Coupled with earlier evidence (2,22), results from 3-h LPS exposure suggested 

that TBH M@ were activated by LPS at the concentrations used here while NH M@ 

were not. TBH M@ may be primed in vivo but were prevented by the tumor from 

being activated in vivo for tumor cell killing. 

The data suggest that NH and TBH M@ respond differently to the in vitro LPS 

signal perhaps because the TBH M@ were in a primed state. Table 3 summarizes the 

changes we saw and provides a brief overview of our results. A 3-h LPS treatment 

caused NH M¢@ to suppress MLR reactivity, have fewer Mac-3* Md, and more cells 

entering S phase. Similar treatment of TBH M@ decreased the suppression of MLR 

reactivity, did not change the percentage of Mac-3* Md, and caused an increase in 

the percentage of cells entering Go/G:. A 3-h LPS treatment of NH M@ led to a pop- 
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Table 3. Summary of LPS-Induced Changes in NH and TBH M@ 

  

    

  

NH M@ TBH M@ 

Parameter 3h 24h 3h 24h 

% of cells Mac-1*4 1p l J NC 

% of cells Mac-2*4 NC NC NC NC 

% of cells Mac-3*@ J NC NC NC 

% of cells lat NC J NC NC 

Enhancing ability® NC t t t 

% Go/Gi4 T f J J 

Late G.® NC tT J NC 

  

*The percentage of cells expressing Mac or la antigens were assessed as de- 

scribed in Material and Methods. 

‘The symbols used are: | = Decrease, fT = Increase, and NC = No Change. 

‘Enhancing ability was assessed by measuring the affect of M@ on MLR reactivity. 

Percentages of M@ in Go/G; were assessed using AO as described in Materials 

and Methods. 

© Percentages of M@ in late G; were assessed using acridine orange as de- 

scribed in Materials and Methods. 
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ulation of suppressive M@ entering S phase. These were probably Mac-37- M@ which 

were unable to enhance MLR reactivity after LPS treatment. In the TBH, enhancing 

M®¢ were not proliferating and were entering Go/G:. LPS treatment caused molecular 

changes and accessory cell activity to peak at 3 and 24 h, respectively. The fact that 

TBH M¢ can be activated for tumor killing or enhancing activity in the MLR suggested 

that TBH M@ may not respond to activating signals in vivo. Tumor growth circum- 

vents the tendency of the body to produce an immunological response to the tumor 

cells. The direct or indirect action of tumor cells on the immune system is through 

the release of soluble factors. These factors may prime M@ making them less sus- 

ceptible to activation signals or, more likely, these factors may influence other cells 

and prevent the release of activating factors required by the M@. The release of 

PGE, and other cytokines by LPS-treated M@ are currently being investigated. In 

conclusion, the tumor seems to be in a battle between being recognized and de- 

stroyed by the M@¢@ or the M@ being locked in a primed state where they are menacing 

but harmless to the tumor. 
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CHAPTER Iil 

TUMOR-INDUCED MODULATION OF MACROPHAGE 

CLASS Il MHC MOLECULE mRNA EXPRESSION 

ABSTRACT 

Class || MHC protein expression in M@ is reduced during tumor growth. Because 

regulation of class Il MHC proteins occurs during transcription, tumor growth may 

suppress class II MHC protein expression by suppressing mRNA. The decrease in 

class Il MRNA may result from i) a decrease in M@ responsiveness to an inducing 

agent, such as IFN-y, or ii) an increase in M@ sensitivity to suppressing agents, such 
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as PGE. To determine how tumors induce suppression of class I| mRNA, M@ were 

cultured in the presence of IFN-y with or without other factors, and Northern blot an- 

alyses were performed. Unstimulated NH or TBH M@ do not express detectable class 

Il MRNA. The addition of IFN-y induces class II mRNA expression in NH and TBH 

M@, but class II mRNA expression is significantly lower in TBH M@. Kinetic studies 

suggest that NH M@¢ class II mRNA is induced faster and in greater amounts than TBH 

M@ class II MRNA. There is a decrease in the half-life of class II MRNA during tumor 

growth that reduces further the level of class II MRNA in TBH M@. LPS suppresses 

class Il mRNA induction in both NH and TBH IFN-y-treated M@, but TBH M@ are more 

sensitive to its suppression. PGE2 and TNF-a, two factors produced by 

LPS-stimulated M@, were tested for their ability to modulate class Il mRNA ex- 

pression in NH and TBH IFN-y-treated M@. PGE2 suppressed class Il mRNA ex- 

pression in TBH M@. The addition of TNF-a to IFN-y-treated M@ suppressed class II 

mRNA in NH M@ but, surprisingly, had an additive effect on IFN-y-induced class II 

mRNA expression. TNF-a did not induce class II mRNA expression in TBH Md@ in the 

absence of IFN-y. The cause of the reduced class II mRNA expression during tumor 

growth is a decreased response to IFN-y and an increased sensitivity to PGE2. This 

change may cause the observed suppression mediated by TBH Md. 

INTRODUCTION 

Earlier work in our laboratory found a correlation between a decrease in M@ 

class Il MHC protein expression and immunosuppression (61,172,174). In addition, 
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we have shown that class II" M@ are the primary source of suppression and that TBH 

class IIT M@ are more suppressive than their NH counterparts (7,160). Others have 

found an increase in the number of class |I7 M@ during tumor growth associated with 

immunosuppression (116). The immunosuppression was attributed to PGE2 pro- 

duction. Nelson et a/. (115) showed that class IIT M@ suppress NK cell function 

through the release of PGE2, while class If* M@ populations induce NK cell function 

through the release of IFN-y. The release of PGE2 or IFN-y suggests that class II 

molecule expression can be regulated by M@ alone, as IFN-y induces class II mRNA 

(26,52,148), while PGE. suppresses class II mRNA induction (146,148). The impor- 

tance of PGE2 in regulating class || molecule expression also is seen in the amounts 

of PGEz produced by different M@ populations. Peritoneal M@ produce more PGE2 

than splenic M@ (unpublished observations), which may account for lower class II 

expression in peritoneal M@ compared to splenic M@ (172,174). In TBH mice treated 

with indomethacin, a cyclooxygenase inhibitor, there is an increase in the percentage 

of class II* M@ (116). This increase is associated with tumor regression and blockage 

of metastasis. 

If class IIT M@ are a prime cause of immunosuppression, regulation of class II 

expression may be a major mechanism of tumor influence over the immune system. 

Several immune molecules, such as IFN-y (26,52,148), IL-3 (56), and IL-4 (26), are 

known to up-regulate class Il expression in Md. Some inhibitors of class II ex- 

pression include LPS (89,148), TNF-a (74,108,176), and PGE2 (146,176). The fact that 

TBH M@ produce more PGE; than their normal counterparts (41,105,125) may account 

for their decreased class Il expression. Because TBH M@ have decreased responses 

to GM-CSF as measured by functional ability and class Il expression (162,163), TBH 

Md may have a decreased responsiveness to IFN-y. If TBH class II” M@ are the key 
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to tumor-induced immunosuppression, the mechanisms that control the expression 

of class I! in TBH M@ may provide information to reverse the immunosuppression. 

Many reports show that class [| expression in M@ is transcriptionally regulated 

(reviewed in 14). Regulation of transcription is based on several cis-acting regions 

and associated DNA binding proteins (14,65,93). Some regions essential for 

constitutive class Il expression in B cells, and required for IFN-y-induced class II ex- 

pression in Md, have been identified (14,65,93). The ability to regulate class I] ex- 

pression in TBH M@ may prove beneficial because IFN-y is able to reduce 

suppression mediated by class IIT M@ (7). To measure the ability of NH and TBH 

M®¢ to express class II, M@ were cultured in the presence of IFN-y with or without the 

addition of other class Il modulating factors. Total RNA was isolated and class Il 

mRNA levels were measured using Northern blot analyses. By measuring the re- 

sponses of NH and TBH M@ it may be possible to identify the mechanism by which 

tumor-induced suppression occurs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Eight to 12 week-old male BALB/c mice (Harlan Sprague-Dawley, Madison WI) 

received intramuscular injections of a single-cell suspension of 4 x 10° 

methylcholanthrene-induced transplantable fibrosarcoma cells in one hind leg. 
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These injections lead to palpable tumors in 10-14 days. Mice with no tumors (NH; day 

0) or with tumors (TBH; day 21 post tumor cell injection) were used. TBH mice were 

in an immunological suppressed state that was not caused by nonspecific inflamma- 

tion (63). 

M®@ Collection and Culturing 

Elicited peritoneal M@ were harvested 4 days after sterile thioglycollate injection, 

incubated on tissue culture plates for 2 h (37°C, 5% CQOz2) in RPMI-1640 medium 

(Hazelton, Denver, PA), and washed to remove nonadherent cells. Two x 10’ NH and 

TBH M@ were incubated per plate. The M@ were then incubated with IFN-y in com- 

bination with TNF-a (both gifts from Genentech, San Francisco, CA), LPS (Sigma, St. 

Louis, MO), PGEz (Sigma), or indomethacin (Sigma) in complete RPMI-1640 medium 

for indicated times. During mRNA stability experiments, IFN-y-treated NH or TBH 

M@ were cultured with 2 ng/ml actinomycin D (Act. D; Sigma). The M@ were washed 

three times with PBS and were ready for total RNA isolation. Complete RPMI-1640 

medium included 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Grand Island, 

NY), 4 x 107° M 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), 50 mg/l gentamicin (Gibco), 25 mM 

NaHCO; and 25 mM HEPES (Research Organics, Cleveland, OH). 
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RNA Extraction and Analysis 

Total RNA was isolated using guanidinium isothiocyanate and cesium chloride 

(102). For Northern blotting analysis, 20 ng of total RNA was added per sample onto 

a 1.4% agarose gel with 10% formaldehyde. Ethidium bromide (EtBr)-stained 

ribosomal bands were used as internal loading controls to ensure that equal amounts 

of RNA were analyzed. The RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose overnight by 

blotting. The class II probe for the IAB chain, 1.1 kb Cfo | insert of plaf-1, (a gift from 

Dr. J.G. Seidman; 134), was isolated using a plasmid isolation kit (Qiagen, Studio City, 

CA). The plasmid was digested with Cfo, loaded onto a 1.0% agarose gel, and the 

insert isolated using GeneClean (Bio101, La Jolla, CA). The insert was labelled using 

enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) protocol and 

hybridized overnight with the nitrocellulose at 37°C. The nitrocellulose was washed 

twice for 20 min at 37°C in 6 M urea and 0.5% SSC and twice for 5 min at 20°C using 

2X SSC. ECL detection reagents were added to the nitrocellulose and exposed on 

ECL-film. The relative amounts of mRNA and rRNA were measured by densitometry 

(BioRad). The relative areas for mRNA and rRNA were compared to ensure that we 

account for differences in loading. 
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RESULTS 

Induction of Class Il mRNA by IFN-y 

To determine if TBH M@ have a decreased response to class I| inducing agents, 

NH and TBH M@ were cultured with IFN-y. Neither unstimulated NH nor TBH M@ 

constitutively express class Il MRNA, but IFN-y (200 U/ml) addition induced class II 

expression in both (Figure 9). Class Il mRNA expression was lower in TBH M®@. 

Indomethacin had no affect on class I] expression in NH and TBH M@, suggesting that 

the decrease in class Ii MRNA expression is through a decrease in TBH M@ response 

to IFN-y and not by IFN-y induction of PGE2z. To measure the kinetics of class |I in- 

duction, M@ were incubated for 8, 16, and 24 h in the presence of 200 U/ml IFN-y 

(Figure 10). After 24 h the amount of class Il mRNA decreases (not shown). The 

amounts of class II induced in TBH M@ were lower than in NH M¢@ for all times tested. 

To determine if tumor growth causes a change in the half-life of class Il mRNA, NH 

and TBH M@¢@ were cultured in the presence of Act. D. The half-life of NH M@ mRNA 

was about 4 h (Figure 11), while the half-life of TBH M@ mRNA was only about 2 h 

(Figure 12) 

Suppression of Class Il MRNA Induction by LPS 

Although TBH M@ have a decreased response to IFN-y, other mechanisms may 

be involved. To determine if TBH M@ are more sensitive to suppression, NH and TBH 

IFN-y-treated M@ were cultured in the presence of known class || suppressing agents. 
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Figure 9. Tumor Growth Decreases IFN-y-Induced Class Il mRNA Expression: NH and TBH M¢é 
were cultured for 24 h in the presence of RPMI 1640 medium alone, 200 U/ml of IFN-y, 
or 200 U/ml IFN-y and 107-7 M indomethacin. Total RNA was extracted from M@ as de- 
scribed in Materials and Methods. Lane 1, NH Md; lane 2, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y; 
lane 3, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and indomethacin; lane 4, TBH Md; lane 5, TBH M¢é 
with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 6, TBH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and indomethacin. All results 
are representative experiments repeated at least three times. In the upper photograph, 
RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and class I! mRNA was detected using insert from 
plIAf-1. The probe hybridized to a 1.4 kb fragment of RNA. Arrow indicates position 
of 18 S RNA. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.0, 2.1, 1.1, 0.0, 1.2, and 1.1. 
In the lower photograph RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light 
to determine relative amounts of RNA added per well. 
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Figure 10. 

CHAPTER III 

Kinetics of Class Il mRNA Expression in NH and TBH Md: NH and TBH Mé¢d were 
cultured in the presence of 200 U/ml of IFN-y for 8, 16 or 24h. Total RNA was extracted 
from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. Lane 1, NH M@¢ after 8 h incubation 
with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 2, NH M@ after 16 h incubation with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 3, 
NH M¢@ after 24 h incubation with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 4, TBH M@ after 8 h incubation 
with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 5, TBH M@ after 16 h incubation with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 6, 
TBH M¢ after 24 h incubation with 200 U/ml IFN-y. In the upper photograph, RNA was 
transferred to nitrocellulose and class Il mRNA was detected using insert from 
plAB-1. The MRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.5, 1.4, 1.4, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.3. In the 
lower photograph RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to de- 
termine relative amounts of RNA added per well. 

/ 
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Figure 11. 

CHAPTER III 

Stability of Class I} mRNA in IFN-y-Treated NH Md: NH Mo were cultured with IFN-y 
for 24 h then incubated with 2 ug/ml Act. D for 0, 4, 8, or 12 h. Total RNA was extracted 
from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. Lane 1, NH Mé¢ with 0 h Act. D; Lane 
2, NH M@ with 4 h Act. D; Lane 3 NH M@ with 8 h Act. D; Lane 4 NH M@ with 12 h Act. 
D. In the upper photograph, RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and class II mRNA 
was detected using insert from plAf-1. The mMRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 4 are: 2.2, 
1.2, 0.6, and 0.3. In the lower photograph RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed 
under UV light to determine relative amounts of RNA added per well. 
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Figure 12. 

CHAPTER III 

Stability of Class Il mRNA in IFN-y-Treated TBH M¢: TBH M@ were cultured with 
IFN-y for 24 h then incubated with 2 ug/mi Act. D for 0, 2, 4, or 6h. Total RNA was 
extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. Lane 1, TBH Mé¢ with 0 h 
Act. D; Lane 2, TBH M@ with 2 h Act. D; Lane 3 TBH M@ with 4 h Act. D; Lane 4 TBH 
M¢ with 6 h Act. D. In the upper photograph, RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose 
and class Il mRNA was detected using insert from plIAB-1. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for 
lanes 1 to 3 are: 2.4, 1.0, and 0.6. In the lower photograph RNA was stained with EtBr 
and photographed under UV light to determine relative amounts of RNA added per 
well. 
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M@ were incubated with 200 U/ml of IFN-y and either 10 or 100 ng/ml of LPS for 24 

h. LPS reduced class Il MRNA expression in both NH and TBH M@ (Figure 13), but 

there was no detectable class || mRNA in TBH M@ at either dose. The addition of 1 

ug/ml LPS could not completely block NH M@ class If mRNA expression (not shown). 

Factors produced by LPS-stimulated M@ were tested for their suppression of class II 

mRNA. One factor produced by LPS-stimulated M@ that suppresses class II mRNA 

expression is PGEz (148). 

PGE2-Mediated Suppression of Class Il mRNA Induction 

To directly measure the effects of PGE. on class Il mRNA _ expression, 

IFN-y-treated NH and TBH M@ were cultured with PGEz. PGE2 (0.1 and 1.0 uM) was 

added to IFN-y-treated M@ and cultured for 24 h. Both concentrations suppressed 

class || expression in NH and TBH M4, but class II expression in TBH M@ was sup- 

pressed to a greater extent (Figure 14). The results suggest that TBH M@ are more 

susceptible to PGEz-mediated suppression. At higher concentrations of PGE2 (5.0 

uM), class Il mRNA was suppressed in NH M@, but not to the same extent as TBH 

Md. Because LPS-treated TBH M@ produced less PGEz than LPS-treated NH Md, and 

because indomethacin could not completely block LPS-mediated suppression (not 

shown), PGEz may not be the only source of suppression. To determine if other fac- 

tors are involved in LPS-mediated suppression, TNF-« was added to IFN-y-treated 

M@. 
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Figure 13. 

CHAPTER III 

LPS-Mediated Suppression of Class II mRNA Expression in NH and TBH M¢: NH and 
TBH Mé¢ were cultured for 24 h with 200 U/ml of IFN-y combined with 0. 10 or 100 ng/mi 
of LPS. Total RNA was extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. 
Lane 1, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 2, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 10 ng/ml 
LPS; lane 3, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 100 ng/m! LPS; lane 4, TBH M¢@ with 200 
U/ml IFN-y; lane 5, TBH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 10 ng/ml! LPS; lane 6, TBH M@ with 
200 U/ml IFN-y and 100 ng/ml LPS. In the upper photograph, RNA was transferred to 
nitrocellulose and class Il mRNA was detected using insert from plIAf-1. The 
mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 4.9, 2.3, 0.5, 0.9, 0.0, and 0.0. In the lower 
photograph RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to determine 
relative amounts of RNA added per well. 
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Figure 14. 
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PGE,-Mediated Suppression of Class Il mRNA Expression: NH and TBH Md@ were 
cultured for 24 h in the presence of 200 U/ml of IFN-y with 0, 0.1, or 1.0 uM PGE,. Total 
RNA was extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. Lane 1, NH M@ 
with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 2, NH M@ NH M¢ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 0.1 uM PGE,; lane 
3, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 1.0 uM PGE,; lane 4, TBH M¢ with 200 U/ml IFN-y; 
lane 5, TBH M¢ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 0.1 uM PGE,; lane 6, TBH Mé@ with 200 U/ml 
IFN-y and 1.0 uM PGE,. In the upper photograph, RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose 
and class Il mRNA was detected using insert from pIAZ-1. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for 
lanes 1 to 6 are: 2.5, 2.0, 1.2, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.1. In the lower photograph RNA was 
stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to determine relative amounts of 
RNA added per well. 
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Modulation of Class Il mRNA Expression by TNF-a 

Because TNF-a suppresses class I| mRNA (74,108,176), TBH M@ maybe more 

sensitive to TNF-a-mediated suppression. The addition of 10 and 100 U/ml TNF-a to 

IFN-y-treated M@ suppressed class II mRNA induction in NH M@ at both concen- 

trations. TNF-« enhanced class Il mRNA levels in TBH M@ at 10 and 100 U/ml 

(Figure 15). The effects of higher concentrations of TNF-a (1000 U) did not differ sig- 

nificantly from 100 U. TBH M@ were cultured with 100 and 1000 U/ml of TNF-a alone, 

but TNF-a was unable to induce class II expression in TBH M@ (not shown). 
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Figure 15. 

CHAPTER III 

Modulation of Class Il mRNA Levels in TNF-a-Treated NH and TBH M@: NH and TBH 
Mé¢ were cultured in the presence of 200 U/ml of IFN-y for 24 h with 0, 10, or 100 U/ml 
of TNF-«. Total RNA was extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods. 
Lane 1, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 2, NH Mdé NH M@ with 200 U/ml! IFN-y and 10 
U/ml TNF-a; lane 3, NH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 100 U/ml TNF-a; lane 4, TBH M@ 
with 200 U/ml IFN-y; lane 5, TBH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 10 U/ml TNF-a; lane 6, 
TBH M@ with 200 U/ml IFN-y and 100 U/ml TNF-«. In the upper photograph, RNA was 
transferred to nitrocellulose and class I| mRNA was detected using insert from 
plAg-1. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 2.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 1.2, and 2.0. In the 
lower photograph RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to de- 
termine relative amounts of RNA added per well. 
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DISCUSSION 

Regulation of MHC class Il gene expression occurs through the involvement of 

several cis-acting DNA sequences and their associated trans-activating DNA-binding 

proteins (14,65,93). Three DNA sequences found in class I] genes are essential for 

both constitutive expression in B cells and IFN-y induction in Md; they have been 

named the X box, the Y box, and the W box. The X box overlaps a cAMP responsive 

element (CRE)-like sequence, while the W box contains a putative NF-xB site. Se- 

veral DNA-binding proteins have been identified, but have not been fully studied. 

There is evidence that some of the proteins can enhance transcription while others 

block transcription. Because most evidence points to transcriptional regulation, the 

involvement of DNA-binding proteins and DNA sequences are important in regulating 

class !| expression. IFN-y induction of class Il genes requires de novo synthesis of 

new protein (8), which was reported to be a ¢rans-activating protein. Because we 

have shown an increase in class Il” M@ and an increase in suppression mediated by 

class IIT M@ (7,160,163), tumor growth may alter class I] MRNA regulation leading to 

immunosuppression. 

We have shown that TBH M@ have altered responses to cytokines 

(7,159,160, 162,163,173), so the decrease in class I] induction in TBH M@ may result 

from an altered response to IFN-y. The inability of TBH M@ to express class II mRNA 

to the same extent as in NH M@ supports this conclusion (See Figure 9). The kinetics 

of class II induction suggest that TBH M@ respond to IFN-y slower and this slow in- 

duction leads to lower levels of class I| mRNA (See Figure 10). Of interest was the 

decrease in the half-life of class I| mRNA during tumor growth (See Figures 11 and 

12). Although other evidence showed that class || expression is transcriptionally 
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regulated (14), the decrease in the half-life of the mRNA adds to the suppressive ef- 

fects of tumor growth on class II expression. LPS-mediated suppression of M@ class 

ll expression occurs through transcriptional regulation (54,89), and is mediated by 

PGEz (148). The inhibitory effect of PGE2 is mediated through the production of cAMP, 

which can interact with genes through the CRE or NF-xB sites (127). The actual 

mechanism of PGE2-mediated suppression of class II is unknown, but proteins that 

bind to CRE regions or the NF-xB sites may block the enhancing regions, leading to 

decreased transcription. Although LPS suppressed class II induction in TBH M@ 

more than in NH M@¢@ (See Figure 13), LPS-stimulated TBH M@ produce less PGE than 

NH M@ (6). Although TBH M@ are more susceptible to PGE2-mediated suppression 

(See Figure 14), other factors cannot be ruled out, because indomethacin could not 

eliminate LPS-mediated suppression (not shown). 

Although associated with suppression of class || induction in M@ (74,108,176), 

some evidence has suggested that TNF-a can enhance class || expression (30). At 

first glance, our results suggest conflicting evidence because TNF-a suppresses class 

I! mRNA induction in NH M@ but enhances class II mRNA expression in TBH M@ (See 

Figure 15). Recently, it was discovered that TNF-a can enhance class || expression 

in immature M@ but suppress class II in mature M@ (166). Because we had earlier 

identified TBH M@ as being immature (63), the ability of TNF-a to enhance class || in 

immature TBH M@ is expected. Because TNF-a functions through PGEz and cAMP 

(99), TNF-a-induced suppression of class Il may occur through the same mechanism 

as PGE, and cAMP. A TNF-a-responsive sequence required for induction of class Il, 

identified as the T box, has been identified in M@ cell lines (57). Induction of class 

Il mRNA through the T box occurs only in immature cells, but not in mature cells. 

Despite the fact that TNF-a alone can induce class II in M@ cell lines (57), TNF-a could 

not induce class I| mRNA in TBH M¢@ by itself. We previously showed that TNF-a, 
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produced by Md, stimulates PGE2 production, which down-regulates TNF-a pro- 

duction (6). Enhancement of M@ class II expression by TNF-a« may be short-lived 

once PGE, levels increase. The elimination of PGE, may allow TBH M@ to express 

class lI after TNF-« treatment. TNF-a-treated class IIT TBH M@ enhance T-cell func- 

tion when PGEz production is blocked (6). 

The question is: Do class IIT M@ produce suppressive factors, or do existing 

suppressor M@ produce factors that inhibit class Il induction? IFN-8 can induce 

suppression mediated by class II” Md, but class II* Mdé must be present (19). It is 

likely that any population of M@ can become suppressive, and one consequence of 

the suppression is loss of class Il expression. The production of suppressing agents 

by M@ dictates that M@ become class II". When M@¢ are divided into subpopulations 

based on FcRI expression (151), FcRIT M@ are the primary antigen-presenting cells 

and are class Il*. The FcRI* M@ are not efficient at antigen presentation and are 

mostly class II~. It is the FcRI* M@ that produce PGEz and TNF-a, which suppress 

class Il expression in NH M@ (74,108,146,176). If suppressive M@ by their nature be- 

come class II", can restoration of class || expression in TBH M@ enhance the immune 

response and eliminate the tumor? Although TBH M@ do not respond to IFN-y like 

NH M@ do, IFN-y will reduce class IIT M@-mediated suppression (7), and TNF-a will 

convert TBH class II" M@ to an enhancing population if PGEz production is inhibited 

(6). We have shown that GM-CSF could increase class |] expression in NH M@ but 

not in TBH M@ (162). GM-CSF-treated NH class IIT M@ could enhance alloreactivity, 

but GM-CSF-treated TBH class II7 M@ suppressed alloreactivity (162). The ability of 

IFN-B to induce M@-mediated suppression (19) corresponds to IFN-f-mediated class 

Il mRNA suppression (86). The importance of class II expression in M@ enhancing 

or suppressing functions may provide a key to understanding immune regulation and 
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the mechanisms of tumor-induced suppression. It may be possible to intervene in 

the suppression and activate the immune system to attack the tumor. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TUMOR GROWTH AND ADHERENCE CHANGE THE 

EXPRESSION OF MACROPHAGE Mac-2 

ABSTRACT 

Although initially characterized as a M@ membrane protein, the galactose- 

specific animal lectin, Mac-2, has been identified in M@ cytoplasmic, and nuclear 

fractions as well. Immunoblot analyses of NH and TBH M¢@ identified changes in the 

subcellular localization of Mac-2. The increase in nuclear Mac-2 during tumor growth, 

and after prolonged adherence of NH and TBH Md, correlates with an increase in 
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M®@ entering the late G; phases of the cell cycle. Northern blot analyses showed an 

increase in Mac-2 mRNA during tumor growth, and an increase in NH and TBH M@ 

after 24-h adherence. A marker of earlier differentiation, Mac-1, does not change 

during tumor growth, but decreases in NH M@ after adherence. Northern blot ana- 

lyses showed no changes in Mac-1 mRNA. Tumor growth is able to manipulate the 

immune system through M@ by causing a down-regulation in membrane Mac-2 and 

an up-regulation in intracellular Mac-2. NH and TBH M®@ respond to adherence by 

expressing increased membrane and nuclear Mac-2, but TBH M@ response is lower. 

INTRODUCTION 

Two surface proteins Mac-1 and -2 are associated with M@ differentiation, with 

Mac-1 being an earlier marker as it is found on granulocytes as well (72). Mac-2 is 

a later marker because it is found predominately on M@. Mac-1 has been identified 

as the CR3 receptor and is related to LFA-1 and p150/95 (CR4) as they share a com- 

mon f chain (CD18). Mac-2 initially was characterized as a surface marker found on 

elicited M@ (71), and was used to estimate the stage of M¢@ differentiation in response 

to specific stimuli (71). Our earlier studies showed no change in Mac-1 expression, 

but a decrease in Mac-2* M@ during tumor growth (172,174), and an increase in im- 

mature M@ (63), which suggested that tumors could regulate M@ development. Re- 

cent cloning of the Mac-2 gene has identified it as a galactose-specific animal lectin 

(33), which was earlier identified as carbohydrate-binding protein 35 (CBP35) (33), 

non-integrin laminin binding protein (168), and L-34, a metastasis-associated lectin in 
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fibrosarcomas (133). The membrane form may be involved in IgE and laminin binding 

(33,168), while the intracellular form may be involved in cellular proliferation by as- 

sociating with the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein complex (hnRNP) 

(28,94,111,112). The hnRNP affects RNA splicing and may affect transport (94). 

The characterization of Mac-2 as an animal lectin and the possible importance 

of animal lectins in proliferation (13) have made M@ Mac-2 a target for our investi- 

gation. Mac-2 may be involved in adherence and in signalling cellular proliferation. 

The importance of adherence in inducing developmental genes in NH M@ is known 

(69), what affect it has on TBH M@ is not known. Adherence is known to facilitate 

differentiation of M@ in vitro (45). To examine the effects of tumor growth and ad- 

herence on the M@, membrane, cytoplasmic, and nuclear cell fractions were tested 

for the presence of Mac-2 protein, cell-cycle kinetics were measured to determine the 

M@ proliferation state, and total RNA was isolated to measure Mac-2 mRNA ex- 

pression. By measuring the expression of Mac-2, the mechanism by which tumors 

induce suppression may be clarified. Our findings show that tumor growth alters 

membrane and _ cytoplasmic Mac-2 expression, which may lead to 

immunosuppression. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

M@ Collection 

Six to 8 week-old male BALB/c mice (Harlan Sprague-Dawley, Madison WI), re- 

ceived intramuscular injections of a_ single-cell suspension of 4 x 10° 

methylcholanthrene-induced transplantable fibrosarcoma cells in the left hind leg. 

Mice with no tumors (NH; day 0) or with tumors (TBH; day 21 post tumor cell injection) 

were used. Mice were injected with sterile thioglycollate, and elicited peritoneal 

M@ were harvested after 4 days. Md (2 x 10’) were incubated on tissue culture plates 

for 3 h (37°C, 5% COz) in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 50 mg/l gentamicin 

(Gibco), 25 mM NaHCOs and 25 mM HEPES (Research Organics, Cleveland, OH). The 

cells were washed to remove nonadherent cells, leaving > 96% esterase positive 

cells. NH or TBH M@ were incubated for 21 more h (24 h total) to determine the ef- 

fects of prolonged adherence on M@ Mac-2 expression. M@ were then prepared for 

flow cytometric analysis, cell fractionation, and total RNA isolation. Three-h and 24-h 

adherence were used because adherence up to 3 h had no affect on Mac-2 antigen 

expression, while adherence for 24 h had maximal affect on proliferation rates (not 

shown). Adherent M@ isolated by scraping showed > 90% viability (63). 
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Antibody Production, Purification, and Labeling 

Monoclonal antibodies were purified from the hybridoma cell line M3/38 

(anti-Mac-2 antibody producer) (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) by 

ammonium sulfate precipitation and a goat anti-rat affinity column as described 

elsewhere (63). Md were labelled with primary anti-Mac-2 antibody (Rat IgG) and 

secondary antibody (goat-anti-rat-fluorescein isothiocyanate; Cappel, Durham, NC) as 

described elsewhere (172,174). 

Cell Fractionation and Protein Analysis 

Md were resuspended in 600 ul TBS (50 mM Tris and 150 mM NaC)}), held at -70°C 

overnight, and thawed to lyse the cells. To inhibit proteolysis, all buffers contained 

2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, a potent protease inhibitor. In the absence of 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, several bands were visible in the Immunoblot (not 

shown). Cell fractionation was accomplished by differential centrifugation (109). The 

protein concentration of all samples was determined using a protein assay kit (Pierce, 

Rockford, IL). There was no significant difference between protein levels from NH 

and TBH Md fractions. Using 2 x 10’ NH or TBH M4, the cytoplasmic protein ranged 

from 53-111 ug and 67-97 yg, respectively. One ug of cytoplasmic or nuclear protein 

was added per well to a 10% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed (153). The 

protein was transferred to nitrocellulose by electroblotting overnight. The 

nitrocellulose was washed 3 times with TBS with 0.1% Tween (109) and probed with 

anti-Mac-2 antibodies for 1 h. The nitrocellulose was washed 3 times with TBS-T and 
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a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled secondary antibody added. After 1 h, the 

nitrocellulose was washed 3 times with TBS. Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) 

detection reagents (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) were added to the 

nitrocellulose and the nitrocellulose was exposed to ECL-film. Relative amounts of 

Mac-2 were determined using a densitometer (Video Densitometer, BioRad, 

Richmond, CA). 

RNA Extraction and Analysis 

Total RNA was isolated using a guanidinium isothiocyanate solution and cesium 

chloride (102). For Northern blotting analysis, 20 ug of total RNA was added per 

sample onto a 1.4% agarose gel with 10% formaldehyde. EtBr-stained ribosomal 

bands were used to determine the amount of RNA analyzed per sample. The 18S 

rRNA band was analyzed by densitometer to account for loading differences. The 

RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose overnight by blotting. The Mac-2 probe, 0.97 

kb Eco RI insert of Mac2.16, (a gift from Dr. S. Pillai [33]), was isolated using a 

plasmid isolation kit (Qiagen, Studio City, CA). The plasmid was digested with Eco 

RI, loaded onto a 1.0% agarose gel, and the insert isolated using GeneClean (Bio101, 

La Jolla, CA). The insert was labeled using ECL protocol and hybridized overnight 

with nitrocellulose at 37°C. The nitrocellulose was washed twice for 20 min at 37°C 

in 6 M urea and 0.5% SSC and twice for 5 min at 20°C using 2X SSC. The 

nitrocellulose was exposed on ECL-film, and the relative amounts of MRNA were de- 

termined by densitometry. 
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RESULTS 

Tumor Growth and Adherence Alter Intracellular Mac-2 

To measure how tumor growth and adherence might change the amount of Mac-2 

in the cytoplasm and nucleus, M@ were lysed and centrifuged to isolate cellular 

fractions. Cytoplasmic Mac-2 increased during tumor growth and in TBH M@ after 24 

h adherence, but decreased in NH Mé@ after 24 h adherence (Figure 16). After 24-h 

adherence, the decrease in cytoplasmic Mac-2 corresponds to an increase in late 

G:, S and G:2/M, while an increase in cytoplasmic Mac-2 corresponds to a decrease 

of M@ in late G1, S and G2/M. To determine the amount of Mac-2 in the nucleus, M@ 

nuclear fractions were isolated and compared using Immunoblotting (Figure 17). The 

levels of nuclear Mac-2 increase during tumor growth and in NH M@ after 24-h ad- 

herence. The high levels of nuclear Mac-2 in 24 h adherent TBH M@ does not corre- 

spond to the decrease in S and G2/M, but does correspond to an increase in late G, 

(See Chapter II). The presence of Mac-2 in the nucleus correlates with an increase 

in the number of M@ in late G:. 
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Figure 16. 

CHAPTER IV   
Tumor Growth Increases the Relative Expression of Cytoplasmic Mac-2: Twenty-four 
h adherence causes a decrease in NH, but an increase in TBH M@ cytoplasmic Mac-2. 
M@¢ were treated as described in Materials and Methods. Cytoplasmic proteins were 
isolated by differential centrifugation and run on a 10% SDS gel. The proteins were 
transferred to nitrocellulose and Mac-2 was detected using HRP-coupled anti-Mac-2 
antibody and ECL reagents. Lane 1, 3-h adherent NH Md; lane 2, 3-h adherent TBH 
Md; lane 3, 24-h adherent NH M@; lane 4, 24-h adherent TBH M@. The results depict 
a representative experiment from a total of four experiments. To determine the rela- 
tive expression of cytoplasmic Mac-2, the densitometer readings for all samples were 
compared to 3-h adherent NH Md¢. The relative cytoplasmic Mac-2 expression for 
lanes 1 to 4 are: 1.0, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.9. 
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Figure 17. 

CHAPTER IV 

Tumor Growth and Adherence Cause an Increase in the Relative Expression of Nuclear 
Mac-2: Mé¢ were treated as described in Materials and Methods. Nuclear proteins 
were isolated by differential centrifugation and run on a 10% SDS gel. The proteins 
were transferred to nitrocellulose and Mac-2 was detected using HRP-coupled 
anti-Mac-2 antibody and ECL reagents. Lane 1, 3-h adherent NH Md; lane 2, 3-h ad- 
herent TBH M¢@; lane 3, 24-h adherent NH Md@; lane 4, 24-h adherent TBH M¢. The 
results are from a representative experiment from a total of four experiments. To 
determine the relative expression of nuclear Mac-2, the densitometer readings for all 
samples were compared to 3-h adherent NH M@. The relative nuclear Mac-2 ex- 
pression for lanes 1 to 4 are: 1.0, 2.6, 5.1, and 3.0. 
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Tumor Growth and Adherence Increase Mac-2 mRNA 

Analysis of membrane and intracellular Mac-2 suggests that tumor growth and 

adherence can alter the amount of protein present. To determine if tumor growth and 

adherence could alter Mac-2 mRNA, total RNA was isolated from NH and TBH, 3-h and 

24-h adherent Md. The total RNA was then analyzed using Northern blotting 

(Figure 18). Mac-2 mRNA levels increase during tumor growth and in NH and TBH 

M@ after 24 h adherence. The increase in mRNA during tumor growth parallels an 

increase in nuclear Mac-2. The increase in Mac-2 mRNA during adherence parallels 

an increase in nuclear and membrane Mac-2. 
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Figure 18. 

CHAPTER IV 

  
Tumor growth and adherence cause an increase in Mac-2 mRNA in NH and TBH 
M¢: Total RNA was extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods and 
electrophoresed through a 1.4% agarose gel. Lane 1, 3-h adherent NH Md; lane 2, 
24-h adherent NH Md@; lane 3, 3-h adherent TBH Md; lane 4, 24-h adherent TBH Md. 
The results are from a representative experiment repeated three times. In the upper 
photograph, the RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and Mac-2 mRNA was detected 
using a 0.97 kb Eco RI insert of Mac2.16 labelled using ECL protocol. The probe 
hybridized to a 1.2 kb fragment of RNA. The arrow indicates the position of the 18S 
rRNA band. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 4 are: 0.5, 1.1, 0.8, and 2.7. In the 
lower photograph, the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to 
determine relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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DISCUSSION 

The presence of an intracellular form of Mac-2 was first shown by Cherayil ef a/. 

(33). Studies involving the homologous Mac-2 protein CBP35 in 3T3 cells suggest that 

it affects cell proliferation through association with hnRNP (28,111,112). The intracel- 

lular location of Mac-2 during tumor growth and adherence of NH M@ supports the 

idea that Mac-2 may function as CBP35 in cellular proliferation. During tumor growth 

there was an increase in nuclear Mac-2 which corresponds to an increase of TBH 

M@¢ in late G:, S and G2/M (See Chapter I!) In NH M@, 24-h adherence caused an in- 

crease in nuclear Mac-2, which corresponds to an increase in the number of M@ in 

late G1, S and G2/M (See Chapter Il). In TBH Md, 24-h adherence caused an increase 

in nuclear Mac-2, which corresponds to an increase in the number of M@ that are in 

late G,. Cytoplasmic Mac-2 levels depend on synthesis and transport, and may in- 

clude pre-nuclear and pre-membrane forms. The correlation between Mac-2 and the 

number of M@ in late G: suggest that Mac-2 is required for the cells to enter late Gi, 

but an additional signal is needed to induce M@ to enter S phase. The additional 

signal is present in TBH Md, adherent NH Md, but absent in adherent TBH M@. The 

increase in Mac-2 mRNA during tumor growth parallels the increase in nuclear Mac-2, 

while the increase in Mac-2 mRNA during adherence parallels the increase in nuclear 

and membrane Mac-2. Although there is no change in the stability of Mac-2 mRNA 

(not shown), we do not know if there is a change in protein turnover. A direct relation 

between mRNA and protein can only be implied. One question to ask is if two forms 

of Mac-2 are generated from the same mRNA, how can this be regulated? Cherayil 

et al (33) identified two cDNAs, which they speculated may be related to the intracel- 

lular and membrane forms of Mac-2. 
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Because of the possible function of Mac-2 in laminin binding (168), the decrease 

in M@ membrane Mac-2 during tumor growth may reduce the ability of M@ to bind to 

the extracellular matrix. By blocking a mechanism of M@ infiltration, the tumor can 

protect itself by decreasing the migration into tissues containing the tumor. The 

changes in cell-surface Mac-2 levels were not due to the release of Mac-2 from in- 

jured cells, because M@ viability did not change before, during, or after culturing (vi- 

ability > 90%). In addition, the number of Mac-2* M@ does not differ significantly 

within experimental groups whether single labelling (Mac-2 alone) or double labelling 

(Mac-2 and Mac-1, -3 or la) was done (172,174). Md@ adherence to tissue culture 

plates for 24 h increases the number NH and TBH Mac-2* Md. The increase in the 

number of Mac-2* M@ correlates with the finding that adherence can induce differ- 

entiation (44), although TBH M@ are less responsive. The increase in membrane 

Mac-2 may actually increase M@ adherence, although fewer TBH M@ are adherent. 

Besides altering the surface expression of M@ Mac-2, tumor growth also causes a 

change in the intracellular expression of M@ Mac-2. 

In our laboratory, we discovered that many TBH M@ are developmentally imma- 

ture cells (63). The immaturity of TBH M@ may account for the host’s failure to re- 

spond to the tumor. By making M@ multiply rather than carry out immune functions, 

the tumor has suppressed the immune system. Our earlier work showed that few 

NH M@ enter S and G2/M, while many TBH M¢@ are in the later phase of the cell cycle 

(161). Mq@ maturation and growth are associated with the expression of specific de- 

velopmental genes (27,113). The importance of these M@ genes during development 

and during tumor growth suggests that the tumor may manipulate gene expression 

by releasing chemical signals. For instance, fibrosarcomas (our tumor model) are 

known to release colony-stimulating factors (155). In fact, NH and TBH M@ have dif- 

ferent responses to colony-stimulating factors, especially to granulocyte-macrophage 
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colony-stimulating factors (162). The ability of colony-stimulating factors to function 

in differentiation may be altered during tumor growth. The change in M@ response 

to colony-stimulating factors leads us to question whether developmental genes can 

be manipulated so M@ do not multiply but are activated to pursue cancer cells. The 

importance of this initial study was made clear with the identification of human Mac-2 

(hMac-2) (32). hMac-2 was identified on the surface of Md, but intracellular ex- 

pression was not measured. Our studies may help in understanding the importance 

of hMac-2* M@ during tumor growth and other disease states, and the possible 

functions of an intracellular hMac-2 if it is identified. Tumor cells may survive by 

controlling the expression of the two forms of M@ Mac-2. The decrease in membrane 

Mac-2 may limit the influx of M@ to the tumor site and impair the ability of the Md to 

adhere to the tumor. In addition, by increasing intracellular Mac-2 and inducing 

translocation, there is a buildup of nuclear Mac-2. An interaction in the nucleus be- 

tween Mac-2 and hnRNP may cause TBH M¢ to enter the cell cycle, and ignore the 

tumor. Of interest is the fact that both NH and TBH M@ respond to adherence by in- 

creasing membrane and nuclear Mac-2. The response of TBH M¢@ is less than NH 

M@ suggesting that TBH M@ are less responsive to stimuli. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPRESSION OF c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, AND c-fms IN 

MACROPHAGES DURING TUMOR GROWTH 

ABSTRACT 

Immature tumor-bearing host (TBH) macrophages (M@) are associated with 

immunosuppression. In addition, TBH have more M¢@ in the S and G2/M phases of the 

~ cell cycle than do normal hosts (NH). Because proto-oncogenes are associated with 

M@¢ differentiation and cell-cycle kinetics, these differences in TBH M@ may be due 

to altered levels of proto-oncogenes. c-myb and c-myc were not constitutively ex- 
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pressed in NH Md, but c-fos and c-fms are constitutively expressed. In contrast, 

c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms were constitutively expressed in TBH Md, with c-fos 

and c-fms being expressed higher than in NH M@. The increase in proto-oncogene 

expression in immature TBH M@ supports the importance of proto-oncogenes in M@ 

differentiation. One factor that is known to influence M@ differentiation is prolonged 

adherence. In NH Md, prolonged adherence increases c-fos and c-fms expression, 

which corresponds to an increase in M@ entering S and G2/M. Prolonged adherence 

of TBH M@ corresponds to decreased c-myb, c-myc, and c-fms expression, no change 

in c-fos, and a decrease in M@ in S and G2/M. Proto-oncogene expression also is 

often associated with functional competence. Treatment of NH M@ with 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), an activating agent, has no affect on c-myb mRNA ex- 

pression, but c-myc mRNA expression is induced, and there is an increase in c-fos 

and c-fms mRNA expression. In contrast, in LPS-treated TBH M@, c-myb expression 

decreases, while c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms expression increase. Based on earlier 

studies, LPS-treated TBH M@ are activated without altering their maturation stage. 

These data support that proto-oncogenes also affect M@ activation besides cell-cycle 

kinetics and M@ differentiation. Altered proto-oncogene expression may keep TBH 

M@¢@ in an immature immunosuppressive state, but increased expression may be re- 

quired for M@ activation leading to the destruction of the tumor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During tumor growth, there is an increase in the suppressive ability of Mdé 

(62,63,105,115,116,173,175). Our studies have shown that these tumor-bearing host 

(TBH) macrophages (M@) are immature (63) and that there is an increase in the 

number of M@ in S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle (See Chapter II,161). Because 

cell-cycle kinetics, differentiation, and the expression of proto-oncogenes are closely 

linked (36,84,150), changes in M@ cell-cycle kinetics and differentiation state suggest 

changes in proto-oncogene expression. 

M@ differentiation has been studied using various M@ cell lines (36). HL-60 is a 

promyelomonocytic tumor cell line that can be induced to differentiate toward the 

granulocyte lineage with retinoic acid or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (113), or along 

the monocyte/M@ lineage with phorbol esters, interferon-y, tumor necrosis factor-a, 

or vitamin Dz (140,145). These studies show a correlation between the developmental 

stage of M@ and the expression of several proto-oncogenes. Specifically, HL-60 cells 

express high levels of c-myb and c-myc but low levels of c-fos and c-fms. After HL-60 

cells are induced to differentiate toward the monocyte/M@ lineage, there is a de- 

crease in c-myb and c-myc mRNA and an increase in c-fos and c-fms MRNA. The 

proto-oncogene c-myb has been identified primarily in hemopoietic cells (100). Al- 

though present in immature M@ cell lines, c-myb is absent in mature M@ (36). Like 

c-myb, c-myc is present in HL-60 cells but is suppressed after the cells differentiate 

along the monocyte/M@ lineage (36). The proto-oncogene c-fos has been identified 

in many immature tumor cell lines and is associated with cellular proliferation (75). 

c-myb, c-myc, and c-fos have been identified as DNA-binding proteins that can regu- 

late gene expression (78). Like c-fos, c-fms has been associated with the differen- 
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tiation of HL-60 and in cellular proliferation (15,36). c-fms may function to signal 

proliferation of M@ (15), but it may also activate M@ (49). c-fms has been identified 

as the M-CSF receptor (78). Because there are more immature TBH M@ than NH 

M@¢@ (63), proto-oncogene expression may be altered in TBH M@. 

Because adherence can induce M@ differentiation (44), it may be possible to 

identify changes in TBH M@ proto-oncogene expression after prolonged adherence. 

Adherence is also required for M@ interaction with the extracellular matrix and with 

other cells. In addition to affecting M@ differentiation, there is some evidence that 

c-myc expression is required for M@ to become activated (2), and proto-oncogene 

expression may be important in determining Mq@_ functional ability (36). 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), an activating agent, causes increased expression of 

c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms mRNA in NH M@ (36). LPS mimics the effect of the immune 

modulating molecule IFN-y (2). In addition to inducing M@ differentiation and acti- 

vation, prolonged adherence and LPS treatment can alter M@ cell-cycle kinetics (See 

Chapter Il). NH M@ enter S and G/M after prolonged adherence and LPS-treatment 

while more TBH M@ enter Go/G, (See Chapter II) with the same treatment. Prolonged 

adherence has no effect on NH or TBH M¢ function, but LPS-treated TBH M@ have 

increased tumoricidal ability (22) and can enhance alloreactivity (See Chapter Il). 

Activation of TBH M@ by LPS suggests that the TBH M@ are primed to the tumor (22). 

NH M@ are not primed so LPS cannot activate them, but a combination of prolonged 

adherence and LPS will increase NH M@ accessory activity. Thus, NH M@ may re- 

quire priming by adhesion before they can be activated. Because prolonged adher- 

ence and LPS can alter M@ cell-cycle kinetics (See Chapter II) and because 

adherence can induce M@ differentiation (44), regulation of proto-oncogene ex- 

pression in NH and TBH M@ may be altered. Proto-oncogene expression in M@ also 

has been associated with M@ activation (36), so in NH and TBH M¢@ the alteration may 
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be a response to different activating signals. NH M@ treated with LPS express ele- 

vated levels of c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms (36). Differences in proto-oncogene expression 

may explain why LPS can activate TBH M@, and not NH Md@, for tumoricidal activity 

(22). By determining the MRNA expression of proto-oncogenes associated with dif- 

ferentiation and activation, it may be possible to determine the mechanism that is 

responsible for the generation of immature M@ during tumor growth. The generation 

of immature M@ may lead to tumor-induced immunosuppression. Proto-oncogene 

expression was measured in NH and TBH M¢@ to identify the proto-oncogenes that are 

important in M@ maturation. In addition, proto-oncogene expression was measured 

in NH and TBH M@ after prolonged adherence or after LPS treatment to identify 

proto-oncogenes that are important in M@ cell-cycle kinetics, maturation, and acti- 

vation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Eight to 12 week-old male BALB/c mice (Harlan Sprague-Dawley, Madison WI) 

received intramuscular injections of a single-cell suspension of 4 x 10° 

methylicholanthrene-induced transplantable fibrosarcoma cells in the left hind leg. 

These injections lead to palpable tumors in 10-14 days. Mice with no tumors (NH; day 

0) or with tumors (TBH; day 21 post tumor cell injection) were used. TBH mice were 
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in an immunologically suppressed state that was not caused by nonspecific inflam- 

mation (63). 

Mé¢ Collection 

Elicited peritoneal M@ were harvested 4 days after sterile thioglycollate injection, 

incubated on tissue culture plates for 2 h (37°C, 5% COz) in RPMI-1640 medium 

(Hazelton, Denver, PA), and washed to remove nonadherent cells. RPMI-1640 me- 

dium contained 25mM NaHCQs (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 25 mM HEPES (Research Or- 

ganics, Cleveland, OH), and 50 mg/L gentamicin (Gibco, Grand Island, NY). Equal 

numbers (2 x 10’) of NH or TBH Mé@ were incubated on the plates. Adherent M@ were 

then incubated with RPMI-1640 medium with or without 1 wg/ml LPS (Escherichia coli 

serotype 026:B6, Sigma) for 1h. The M@ were washed twice in PBS and the RNA 

was extracted. For prolonged culturing (24 h), M@ were washed after 2 h to remove 

nonadherent cells, fresh RPMI-1640 medium was added, and the plates were incu- 

bated for an additional 22 h (24 h total), washed twice with PBS, and the RNA was 

extracted. 

RNA Extraction and Analysis 

Total RNA was isolated using a guanidinium isothiocyanate solution and cesium 

chloride (102). For Northern blotting analysis, 40-60 ug of total RNA was added per 
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sample onto a 1.4% agarose gel with 10% formaldehyde. EtBr-stained ribosomal 

bands were used as an internal loading control to ensure that equal amounts of RNA 

were analyzed. The RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose by blotting overnight. The 

c-myb probe (1.9 kb Eco RI insert of pMM46), c-myc probe (1.2 kb Eco Rl-Hind III in- 

sert of pBSmyc), c-fos probe (2.1 kb Eco RI insert of pcfos), and c-fms probe (3.5 kb 

Eco RI insert of pcfms) (kind gifts from Dr. M. Cole, 47), were isolated using a plasmid 

isolation kit (Qiagen, Studio City, CA). The plasmids were digested with the appro- 

priate restriction enzyme (Eco RI or Hind III), loaded onto a 1.0% agarose gel, and the 

insert isolated using GeneClean (Bio101, La Jolla, CA). The insert was labeled using 

an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL; Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) protocol 

and hybridized overnight with the nitrocellulose at 37°C. The nitrocellulose was 

washed twice for 20 min at 37°C in 6 M urea and 0.5% SSC and twice for 5 min at 20°C 

using 2X SSC. The nitrocellulose was exposed on ECL-film, and the relative amounts 

of mRNA were determined by using Video Densitometer (BioRad, Richmond, CA). 

RESULTS 

Induction of c-myb in M@ During Tumor Growth 

Although present in immature M¢ cell lines, c-myb is absent in mature cells (36). 

Altered c-myb expression may be responsible for the increase in the number of im- 

mature M@ during tumor growth (63). TBH have more M@ in S and G2/M than NH 

M@ (See Chapter 11,161). In contrast to unstimulated NH Md, which did not 
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constitutively express c-myb mRNA, unstimulated TBH M@ constitutively expressed 

c-myb (Figure 19, Lanes 1 and 4). Prolonged adherence did not induce c-myb ex- 

pression in NH M@ and it suppressed its constitutive expression in TBH Md@ 

(Figure 19, Lanes 3 and 6). Like prolonged adherence, LPS treatment could not in- 

duce c-myb expression in NH M@ and it suppressed c-myb expression in TBH M@ 

(Figure 19, Lanes 2 and 5). c-myb is expressed only in immature TBH Md, but both 

maturation and activating signals can reduce its expression, suggesting that c-myb 

expression is required for TBH M@ to enter the cell cycle but not for their maturation 

or activation. 

Induction of c-myc in M@ During Tumor Growth 

Like c-myb, c-myc is present in immature cells but is suppressed after M@ dif- 

ferentiation (36). Thus, altered expression of c-myc may also be responsible for the 

increase in immature TBH M@. Unstimulated NH M@ do not constitutively express 

c-myc, but unstimulated TBH M@ constitutively expressed c-myc (Figure 20, Lanes 1 

and 4). Adherence cannot induce c-myc in NH Md, and it suppressed c-myc ex- 

pression in TBH M@ (Figure 20, Lanes 3 and 6). Unlike c-myb, however, c-myc could 

be induced by LPS in NH M@ and there was an increase in its mRNA expression in 

TBH M®@ (Figure 20, Lanes 2 and 5). In addition to the increase in the amount of 

c-myc mRNA in TBH M4, the half-life of c-myc MRNA in LPS-treated TBH M@ also 

increased (Figure 21) when compared to LPS-treated NH M@. c-myc expression is 

reduced in TBH M@ after a maturation signal (prolonged adherence), but it is in- 

creased in both NH and TBH M¢@ after an activation signal (LPS). Therefore, in addi- 
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Figure 19. Tumor Growth and LPS Induces c-myb mRNA: Total RNA was extracted from M¢@ as 

described in Materials and Methods and electrophoresed through a 1.4% agarose gel. 
Lane 1, NH M@; lane 2, NH M@ and 1 ug/ml LPS; lane 3, 24-h adherent NH Md; Lane 
4, TBH Mq; lane 5, TBH M@ and 1 yg/mi LPS; lane 6, 24-h adherent TBH Md; The re- 
sults are from a representative experiment repeated three times. In the upper pho- 
tograph the RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and c-myb mRNA was detected 
using a 1.9 kb Eco RI insert of pMM46 labelled using ECL protocol. The arrow indicates 
the position of 28 S rRNA. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.8, 
1.7, and 0.0. In the lower photograph the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed 
under UV light, to determine relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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Figure 20. Tumor Growth and LPS Induces c-myc mRNA: Total RNA was extracted from Mé¢ as described in Materials and Methods and electrophoresed through a 1.4% agarose gel. 

Lane 1, NH M@; lane 2, NH M¢ and 1 “g/ml LPS; lane 3, 24-h adherent NH M¢@; Lane 4, TBH M¢; lane 5, TBH M@ and 1 ug/ml LPS; lane 6, 24-h adherent TBH Md; The re- 
sults are from a representative experiment repeated three times. In the upper pho- 
tograph, the RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and c-myc mRNA was detected using a 1.2 kb Eco RI insert of pBSmyc labelled using ECL protocol. The arrow indi- cates the position of 18 S rRNA. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.2, 1.0, 
0.1, 1.3, 3.2, and 0.8. In the lower photograph, the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to determine relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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Figure 21. Stability of c-myc mRNA in LPS-Treated NH and TBH Mq@: Total RNA was extracted 

from M¢ as described in Materials and Methods and the RNA was electrophoresed 
through a 1.4% agarose gel. Lane 1, NH M¢ 0 min Act D; lane 2, NH M@ 15 min Act 
D; lane 3, NH M@ 30 min Act D; Lane 4, TBH M¢ 0 min Act D; lane 5, TBH M@ 15 min 
Act D; lane 6, TBH M@ 30 min Act D; The results are from a representative experiment 
repeated three times. In the upper photograph, the RNA was transferred to 
nitrocellulose and c-myc mRNA was detected using a 1.2 kb Eco RI insert of pBSmyc 
labeled using ECL protocol. The arrow indicates the position of 18 S rRNA. The 
mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.8, 0.3, 0.0, 1.9, 1.6, and 0.8. In the lower 
photograph, the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to de- 
termine relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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tion to being associated with immature TBH Md, c-myc expression also is associated 

with activated M@. 

Induction of c-fos in M@ During Tumor Growth 

In HL-60 cells, induced to differentiate into Md, c-fos expression increases (36). 

Because TBH M@ are immature (63), we would expect to see differences in c-fos ex- 

pression. Although NH M@ constitutively express c-fos, the levels are much lower 

than what is constitutively expressed by TBH M@ (Figure 22, Lanes 1 and 4). The 

decrease in NH M@ c-fos expression was not due to a change in mRNA stability (not 

shown). Adherence increases c-fos mRNA expression in NH M@ but has no effect on 

c-fos expression in TBH M®@ (Figure 22, Lanes 3 and 6). LPS treatment increases 

c-fos expression in both NH and TBH M@ (Figure 22, Lanes 2 and 5). In NH Md, the 

increase in c-fos expression corresponds to an increase in the number of M@ in S and 

G2/M. The increased c-fos expression in LPS-treated TBH Md, however, may be in- 

volved in M@ activation as the number of TBH M@ in S and G2/M decreases after LPS 

treatment. 

Expression of c-fms in M¢é During Tumor Growth 

Like c-fos, c-fms is expressed in HL-60 cells that have been induced to differen- 

tiate into M@ (36). Because TBH M@ are immature (63), we would expect to see dif- 

ferences in c-fms expression. c-fms is constitutively expressed in both NH and TBH 

Md, but levels are much higher in TBH M@ (Figure 23, Lanes 1 and 3). The decrease 
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Figure 22. Tumor Growth, LPS, and Adherence Alters c-fos mRNA Expression: Total RNA was 

extracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods and the RNA was 
electrophoresed through a 1.4% agarose gel. Lane 1, NH Md; lane 2, NH M@ and 1 
ug/ml LPS; lane 3, 24-h adherent NH Md¢; Lane 4, TBH M@; lane 5, TBH M@ and 1 
ug/ml LPS; lane 6, 24-h adherent TBH M@; The results are from a representative ex- 
periment repeated three times. In the upper photograph, the RNA was transferred to 
nitrocellulose and c-fos mRNA was detected using a 2.1 kb Eco RI insert of pcfos la- 
beled using ECL protocol. The arrow indicates the position of 28 S rRNA The 
mMRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 are: 0.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.9, 2.6, and 1.1. In the lower 
photograph, the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to de- 
termine relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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Figure 23. 

CHAPTER V 

  
Tumor Growth and Adherence Alters c-fms mRNA Expression: Total RNA was ex- 
tracted from M@ as described in Materials and Methods and the RNA was 
electrophoresed through a 1.4% agarose gel. Lane 1, NH M@; lane 2, 24-h adherent 
NH M¢; lane 3, TBH M@; lane 4, 24-h adherent TBH Md¢; The results are from a rep- 
resentative experiment repeated three times. In the upper photograph, the RNA was 
transferred to nitrocellulose and c-fos mRNA was detected using a 3.5 kb Eco RI insert 
of pcfms labeled using ECL protocol. The arrow indicates the position of 28 S rRNA. 
The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 4 are: 0.4, 1.1, 1.7, and 0.8. In the lower photo- 
graph, the RNA was stained with EtBr and photographed under UV light to determine 
relative amounts of RNA added per lane. 
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in NH M@ c-fms expression was not due to a change in MRNA stability (not shown). 

Plating of M@ for 24-h increases c-fms expression in NH M@, but suppresses it in TBH 

M@ (Figure 23, Lanes 2 and 4). LPS treatment increases NH M@ mRNA expression 

of c-fms (Figure 24, Lanes 2 and 3), while having only a slight effect on TBH M@ 

mRNA levels (Figure 24, lanes 5 and 6). Like c-fos, the increase in c-fms expression 

in NH M@ corresponds to an increase in the number of NH M@ in S and G2/M. Be- 

cause c-fms expression is low, c-fms may be important in TBH M@ activation and not 

in stimulating the M@ to enter the cell cycle. 
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Figure 24. Tumor Growth and LPS Alters c-fms mRNA Expression: Total RNA was extracted 

from M@ as described in Materials and Methods and the RNA was electrophoresed 
through a 1.4% agarose gel. Lane 1, NH Md; lane 2, NH M@ + 50 ng/ml LPS; lane 3, 
NH M@ + 14 ug/ml LPS; Lane 4, TBH Md; lane 5, TBH M@ + 50 ng/ml LPS; lane 6, TBH 
M@ + 1 pg/ml LPS; The results are from a representative experiment repeated three 
times. In the upper photograph, the RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose and c-fos 
mRNA was detected using a 3.5 kb Eco RI insert of pcfms labeled using ECL protocol. 
The arrow indicates the position of 28 S rRNA. The mRNA/rRNA ratio for lanes 1 to 6 
are: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 0.9, 0.7, and 1.2. In the lower photograph, the RNA was stained with 
EtBr and photographed under UV light to determine relative amounts of RNA added 
per lane. 
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DISCUSSION 

The number of TBH M@ in the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle is higher than 

for NH M@ (See Chapter |I,161). Because there is a relationship between proto- 

oncogenes and cell-cycle (150), the differences between NH and TBH M@ may be due 

to altered proto-oncogene expression in M@. Tumor growth causes an increase in 

the expression of c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms (See Table 4), and an increase inthe 

number of M@ in S and G2/M (See Chapter 11,161). Prolonged adherence and LPS 

stimulation increase the number of NH M@ in S and G2/M and increase c-fos and 

c-fms mRNA expression (See Table 4). Prolonged adherence and LPS treatment de- 

crease the number of TBH M@ in S and G2/M. Although prolonged adherence de- 

creases the expression of c-myb, c-myc, and c-fms, and has no effect on c-fos 

expression, LPS treatment increases the expression of c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms, and 

suppresses c-myb expression (See Table 4). Thus, in activated TBH Md, proto- 

oncogene expression is not linked to the cell cycle. The differences between proto- 

oncogene expression in adherent and activated TBH M@ may be due to the different 

effects that these stimuli have. In order to understand why proto-oncogene ex- 

pression increases when fewer cells are entering the cell cycle, it is necessary to 

examine other possible roles for the proto-oncogenes. Researchers have found an 

association between proto-oncogenes and cellular differentiation 

(10,36,73,81,113,140,145). In addition, proto-oncogene expression may indicate a 

competence toward activation (36). 

c-myb and c-myc are expressed constitutively in TBH M@ but not in NH M@. 

c-myb cannot be induced in NH Md@, and both prolonged adherence and LPS treat- 

ment suppress c-myb expression in TBH M@. Prolonged adherence cannot induce 
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c-myc expression in NH Md, and it suppresses c-myc expression in TBH M@. LPS 

treatment induces c-myc mRNA expression in NH M@, and increases c-myc ex- 

pression in TBH M@. To discuss these results we need to look at transfection 

studies, c-myb and c-myc are expressed in immature cells but not in mature cells, 

with cells that express c-myb being more immature than cells that express c-myc 

(10,68,73). In cotransfection studies the c-myb phenotype was dominant (117). The 

interaction between c-myb and c-myc was clarified when it was found that c-myb can 

transactivate c-myc (50). The c-myc promoter contains eight sites for c-myb binding 

(178), suggesting tight regulation of c-myc expression by c-myb. In light of these re- 

sults, the absence of c-myb in NH M@ suggests that although adherence and acti- 

vation can increase the number of M@ in S and G/M, it has no effect on M@ 

maturation. Prolonged adherence of TBH M@ can suppress c-myb and c-myc ex- 

pression and increases the expression of the differentiation marker Mac-2 (See 

Chapter II), supporting the importance of adherence in stimulating M@ differentiation. 

With M@ differentiation we see a decrease in the expression of c-myb and c-myc. 

LPS-treated TBH M@ express elevated levels of c-myc, suppressed levels of c-myb, 

but no change in Mac-2 expression (See Chapter Il). Because there is no change in 

Mac-2 expression, LPS seems unable to induce M®@ differentiation. LPS induces 

c-myc expression in both NH and TBH M@. c-myc has been identified as an early 

response gene (2), which is responsible for regulating the expression of other genes. 

The effect of LPS on NH and TBH M@ may be caused by c-myc’s ability to regulate 

gene expression, particularly in genes responsible for M@ activation. It is important 

to realize, however, that only TBH M@ are activated by LPS alone (22), suggesting 

that c-myc expression alone is not enough to facilitate activation. 

The proto-oncogenes c-myb and c-myc are associated with immature cells while 

c-fos and c-fms are associated with more mature cells (36). Although c-fos and c-fms 
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are induced in HL-60 cells that differentiate into M@ (36), they are not induced after 

commitment to the granulocyte lineage. This result suggests that induction of c-fos 

and c-fms in HL-60 cells is monocyte/M@ lineage specific, indicating that these 

proto-oncogenes are important in M@ differentiation. c-fos and c-fms also have been 

associated with cell proliferation (75,113). We show that c-fos and c-fms are present 

in unstimulated NH and TBH M@, but that TBH M@ express them at higher levels. 

Others (36) report that c-fos and c-fms mRNA expression are higher in tumor- 

associated M@ (TAM) than in NH M@. During M@¢ differentiation, c-fos and c-fms ex- 

pression peaks before M@ fully mature (36). Thus immature M@ may have higher 

levels of c-fos and c-fms than fully differentiated M@, suggesting that like TBH Md, 

TAM are immature. We showed that LPS can induce c-fos and c-fms in both NH and 

TBH M@. In contrast, Bottazzi et a/ (21) showed that LPS could induce c-fos only in 

NH M@ and not in TAM. c-fos could be induced by LPS if TAM were cultured for 24 

h. The difference in M@ populations may account for the differences seen in c-fos 

expression. We discovered that adherence increases the expression of c-fos and 

c-fms in NH M@ but not in TBH M@. Because c-fos expression has been linked to the 

PKC pathway, NH M@ may be able to induce PKC through adherence while TBH M@ 

may not. Because c-fms is the receptor for M-CSF, expression of both c-fms and 

M-CSF can induce proliferation of monocytic cell lines (15). c-fms is induced by 

M-CSF, but it is suppressed by granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor 

(GM-CSF) (67). M@ treated with M-CSF do not become tumoricidal (49); however, if 

M@ are treated with IL-2 they become tumoricidal and c-fms is induced (49). Because 

c-fms is expressed, these IL-2-treated M@ become tumoricidal after treatment with 

M-CSF (49). Thus stimulation of c-fms can induce either proliferation or activation of 

Md@. More c-fms is expressed in unstimulated TBH M®@ than in unstimulated NH M@. 

LPS can increase c-fms in both NH and TBH M@, but NH M@ mRNA levels are higher 
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than in TBH M@. Associated with the increase in TBH M@ c-fms expression is an in- 

creased cytotoxicity (22) and an increased ability to enhance alloreactivity (See 

Chapter Il). In LPS-treated TBH M@, c-fms acts by inducing both activation and pro- 

liferation, suggesting that the altered expression of c-fms in TBH M@ may be benefi- 

cial if c-fms can activate the Md. 

Proto-oncogenes can interact with one another, so changes in the expression of 

one proto-oncogene may influence the function of another proto-oncogene. The dif- 

ferences in proto-oncogene interaction may be responsible for the differences seen 

in proto-oncogene expression in NH and TBH M@. For example, c-fos has a site on 

the c-myc promoter, but it is for negative regulation. For c-myc to be expressed in 

M@ that express c-fos, other factors are needed to override the down regulation. 

Stimulation of c-fms will induce both c-fos and c-myc (156). In LPS-treated NH and 

TBH M4@, c-fos and c-myc are induced, suggesting that suppression of c-myc by c-fos 

is blocked. One study showed that LPS-treated NH M@ expressed increased c-fos 

and c-myc, but no increase in cell proliferation occurred (80). Recent work in our 

laboratory (unpublished observations) showed that both NH and TBH Mg@ proliferate 

in response to LPS and GM-CSF, but the TBH response is significantly lower. Al- 

though TBH M@ are more immature and constitutively express levels of c-myb, 

c-myc, c-fos and c-fms, activation of M@, as measured by increased tumoricidal ability 

(22), does not require mature Md, suggesting that a maturation step is not required 

before TBH M®@ can be activated. TBH M@ can be induced to differentiate into more 

mature M@ by prolonged adherence, but this has no effect on M@ function. Although 

immature TBH M@ are associated with immunosuppression, it requires more than a 

differentiation signal, such as adherence, to reverse the suppression mediated by 

TBH M@ (See Chapter Il). Prolonged adherence of TBH M@ decreases c-myb, 

c-myc, and c-fms and increases the expression of the M@ differentiation protein 
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Mac-2 (63). LPS-treated TBH M@ have unaltered Mac-2 expression, supporting the 

idea that LPS-mediated activation of TBH M@ cannot affect maturation, although it 

does decrease c-myb expression, suggesting that c-myb expression is not linked to 

differentiation. Mature M@ are generated from prolonged adherence but not by LPS 

treatment. Because LPS-treated TBH M®@ are cytotoxic (2) and can enhance 

alloreactivity (See Chapter II), the development of mature M@ is not a prerequisite for 

their activation. 

Although it is possible to associate proto-oncogene expression with cell-cycle 

kinetics, differentiation, and activation, the direct role of the proto-oncogenes in these 

functions are not known. Transfection studies using antisense sequences may help 

to elucidate the role of proto-oncogenes in the development of immunosuppressive 

TBH M4@, and in the generation of activated TBH Md. Despite the fact that activated 

TBH M@ are immature, a mature TBH M¢@ is required to respond to immune modu- 

lating signals such as GM-CSF and interferon-y (6,159,162). It is therefore important 

to understand why TBH M¢ fail to mature, and the importance of proto-oncogenes in 

this failure. When the mechanisms of M@ maturation are understood it may be pos- 

sible to further enhance TBH M@ tumoricidal ability and accessory activity. 
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Table 4. Summary of Proto-oncogene Expression in NH and TBH M@ 

  

    

  

NH M@ TBH M@ 

Medium? 24h>  LPS¢ Medium? 24 hP LPS* 

c-myb —4 _ — + — + 

c-myc _— _ + + _ ++ 

c-fos + + + ++ ++ ++ +++ 

c-fms + ++ + + ++ + +++ 

  

4Mi¢ were plated for 1h in RPMI-1640 medium alone. 

°M@ were plated for 24 h in RPMI-1640 medium alone. 

°M@ were plated for 1 h in RPMI-1640 medium containing 1 ug/ml LPS. 

4_ indicates no expression, +, ++, and + + + indicate relative expression. 
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SUMMARY 

The hypothesis that was examined in this research is that tumor-induced 

immunosuppression was caused by changes in M@ function and gene expression. 

Although no TBH suppressor M@ could be identified based on Mac antigen ex- 

pression, the change in Mac antigen expression may alter cytokine regulatory cir- 

cuits. The changes in M@ differentiation may account not only for the differences 

seen functionally and phenotypically, but for the differences seen in M@ cell-cycle 

kinetics. The differences in response of NH and TBH M¢@ to activating agents, such 

as LPS or cytokines, and to maturation signals, such as adherence, may be attributed 

to M@ differentiation. These differences between NH and TBH M@ may account for 

TBH Md@’s suppressive nature. Previous studies have examined aspects of tumor- 

induced immunosuppression by either identifying phenotypic changes and associ- 

ated functional changes (60,61,63,105,172,174) or by measuring the responses of 

immune cells from NH or TBH (6,7,160,162,173,175). The changes that lead to tumor- 

induced immunosuppression may be caused by an increase in immature M@. The 

key to M@ differentiation may be due, in part, to altered proto-oncogene expression. 

Proto-oncogenes are important for M@ differentiation (36). 
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To measure the functional and molecular changes that occur in M@ during tumor 

growth, the following specific aims were examined: 

1. Define the importance of phenotypically distinct M@ subpopulations in NH and 

TBH M@ 

2. Characterize the molecular origins of these tumor-induced changes by assessing 

M@ 

a. cell-cycle kinetics (DNA) and RNA levels, and 

b. expression of selected genes using Northern blot analyses. 

To examine the first specific aim, | isolated M@ subpopulations based on Mac-1, 

-2, or -3 expression. The ability of flow cytometers to separate M@ based on flu- 

orescent antibody labeling provided a unique opportunity to examine M@ subpopu- 

lations using a positive selection method. Earlier work measured tumor-induced 

Md¢-mediated dysfunction using M@ subsets that were acquired through antibody 

depletion studies (61,63). These studies were problematic because the anti-Mac 

antibodies were poor complement fixers and the population of interest was lost. By 

using flow cytometry, specific populations of M@ can be isolated and analyzed. To 

measure M@ accessory cell activity, unsorted whole populations or separated 

Mac-1*, -2+, or -3t M@ were added to MLR cultures. Because M@ seem to regulate 

functions in a concentration-dependent manner (37), an increase in M@ during tumor 

growth could enhance the immunosuppression (83). By adding them in equal num- 

bers, we found that unsorted NH M@ were not as suppressive as unsorted TBH Md, 

suggesting that there were qualitative differences. Earlier studies showed that TBH 

M@ suppress alloreactivity and autoreactivity more than NH M@ (41,61,63,105). When 
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separated into subpopulations, the ability of Mac-1*, -2*, or -3* M@ to function as 

accessory cells could be examined. There was no difference in the suppressive ef- 

fects of Mac-2* or -3* Md, but surprisingly NH Mac-1* M@ suppressed alloreactivity 

more than TBH Mac-1* Md. PGE. was identified as a major source of 

immunosuppression in unsorted, Mac-2*, and -3* M¢. 

To understand the mechanism of M@-mediated suppression it is necessary to 

compare the results obtained from the sorting of M@ with depletion and labeling 

studies. Depletion studies identified Mac-2* M@ as the primary suppressor M@ in the 

TBH and as the major producer of PGEz. Despite the fact that no PGEz producer could 

be identified in the NH based on Mac expression (63), Mac-3* M@ were the primary 

suppressor M@ in the NH (63). In TBH M@, we have an association between PGE2 

production and a suppressor M@ that we lack in the NH (63). Depletion studies 

identified Mac-1* and -3* M@ as the regulators of PGE production in the NH, but no 

equivalent population could be identified in the TBH. By sorting Md, we were able 

to identify both NH and TBH Mac-2* M@ as major sources of PGE2, but no regulatory 

population could be identified in the sorted population. Single-labeling studies 

showed that there was a decrease in the number of Mac-2* and -3* TBH Md, while 

double-labeling studies identified a decrease in Mac-1*2*, Mac-173", and Mac-2*3* 

TBH M@. The overall effect is an increase in the number of Mac-1*2-3- TBH M@. 

Combining all of the information from sorting, depletion, and labeling studies, it is 

possible to suggest a relationship between M@ function with phenotype. In NH, 

Mac-1*2*3* M@ are the primary source of PGE2 while Mac-1*27-3* M@ regulate PGE, 

production. In TBH, there is a shift from Mac-1*2*3* and Mac-1*273* to Mac-1*2737 

Md, which decreases the number of M@ that are considered to produce PGEz2, but 

also decreases the number of M@ that can regulate PGEz production by the remaining 

Mac-1*2*3+ Md. The decrease in Mac-1*2-3* M@ may account for the increased 
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PGE. production in TBH M@. The shift from Mac-1*2*3* M@ to Mac-1*2-3- during 

tumor growth may account for the increased suppressive ability of sorted NH Mac-1* 

Mg. Because Mac-2* and -3* M@ can suppress alloreactivity (See Chapter 1), having 

more Mac-1* M@ that are Mac-2*3* may increase the suppressive ability of Mac-1* 

Md. 

Mac antigens can be used to define M@ subpopulations undergoing differen- 

tiation. Mg Mac-1 (CD11b/CD18) has been identified as an early differentiation 

marker that is also found on granulocytes (132), while Mac-2 and -3 are late differen- 

tiation markers found almost exclusively on M@ (55,72). The shift toward Mac-1*2737 

Mq@ suggests an increase in immature Md. Because peroxidase positive M@ are 

immature, the identification of TBH Mac-2* M@ as being peroxidase negative, sup- 

porting the idea that Mac-2 is a differentiation/maturation marker (63). Tumor- 

induced immunosuppression may be caused by a a shift in M@ subpopulations, which 

could lead to a loss of a regulatory population. The increase in the number of im- 

mature Mac” M@ may disrupt communication among M@ subpopulations. The in- 

crease in immature M@ also suggests that changes in the internal machinery of the 

M@ are occurring. These changes may prove to be key to the immunosuppression 

mediated by TBH M@. 

To examine the first part of the second specific aim, flow cytometry was used to 

observe the cell-cycle kinetics of M@. To determine if functional and phenotypic 

changes occur concurrently with molecular changes, accessory cell function and 

surface marker expression were examined. Because LPS activates TBH M@ but not 

NH M@ for tumoricidal ability (22), NH and TBH M@ responses to in vitro LPS treat- 

ment were measured by assessing functional, phenotypic, and molecular changes. 

Kinetic studies revealed that suppression mediated by LPS-treated TBH M@ was re- 

duced sooner than LPS-treated NH M@. TBH M@ become cytolytic against tumor 
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cells faster and at lower LPS concentrations than NH M@ (138). LPS is known to in- 

duce IL-1 and TNF-a production (118), both of which can enhance alloreactivity (124). 

The ability of TBH M@ to respond sooner to LPS suggests that they may produce IL-1 

and TNF-a faster than NH Md. Recently, TBH M@ were shown to produce TNF-a 

earlier than NH M@ (6). TBH M@ also constitutively express high levels of IL-1« 

mRNA while NH M@ do not (unpublished observations). Enhancement of 

alloreactivity by LPS-treated TBH M¢@ is interesting because LPS also induces PGEz 

production. Although untreated TBH M@ produce more PGE2 than NH Md, 

LPS-treated TBH M@ actually produce less PGE. than LPS-treated NH M®@ (6), sug- 

gesting that the increase in TBH M@ response to LPS is due in part to a decrease in 

PGE, production. Earlier experiments showed that TBH M@ were already primed and 

could respond to LPS alone to cause cytotoxicity, while NH M@ did not become 

cytotoxic after LPS treatment (22). NH M@ may require prolonged adhesion as a 

priming step before they can respond to an activating agent (LPS) and enhance 

alloreactivity. The increase in the response of TBH M@ to LPS may be due to in- 

creased IL-1 or TNF-« production and a decrease in the production of PGEz. The 

change in factor production may be due to change in M@ regulation during tumor 

growth. 

In 3-h LPS-treated NH M@ there is a decrease in Mac-1*3* Md. Because 

Mac-1*2-3* M@ may be involved in regulating PGE2 production, the decrease in 

Mac-1*3* M@ may account for the suppression mediated by 3-h LPS-treated NH M@, 

through increased PGE2 production. In the 3- and 24-h LPS-treated TBH M@ and the 

24-h LPS-treated NH M@ populations which enhance alloreactivity, there is no corre- 

lation between the enhancing activity and change in Mac antigen expression. Be- 

cause the predominant population of M@ is Mac-1*2*3*, it is possible that although 

these M@ produce PGE2, LPS may stimulate the production of IL-1a or other enhanc- 
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ing factors. The fact that TBH contain fewer regulatory Mac-1*2-3* M@ may account 

for the faster response to LPS by Mac-1*2*3* M@. Mac-1*2-3* M@ may regulate the 

production of other factors besides PGE that are produced by Mac-1*2t3* Md. 

Interestingly, adhesion increases the number of Mac-2* M@, which suggests that ad- 

hesion is inducing M@ differentiation in both populations as Mac-2 is associated with 

peroxidase negative M@ (63). This change in differentiation is not surprising as ad- 

hesion is known to induce differentiation of M@ (9,44,85). The phenotypic and func- 

tional changes that occur after LPS treatment led us to ask if these changes were 

detectable at DNA and RNA levels. Flow cytometric analysis of AO-stained M@ was 

used to measure DNA and RNA levels. In NH Md, a 3-h LPS treatment caused a de- 

crease in the number of cells in Go/G, but an insignificant change in RNA levels. In 

contrast, the same LPS treatment of TBH M@ caused an increase of cells in Go/G, and 

a decrease in the RNA levels. Adherence of NH and TBH M¢@ for 24 h decreased the 

number of NH M@ in Go/G, but increased the number of TBH M@ in Go/Gi. Although 

the effects of LPS and adhesion on cell-cycle kinetics were similar, only LPS treat- 

ment could diminish the suppressive nature of NH and TBH Md, suggesting that other 

factors are involved. Although both LPS and adhesion cause a reduction of M@ in S 

and G2/M, only adhesion seems to effect cell maturity, while LPS can activate TBH 

Md. 

Although LPS treatment causes a reduction of TBH M@ in S and G2/M, there is 

actually an increase in cell proliferation (Walker ef a/, unpublished observations). The 

proliferative response of TBH M@ to LPS is decreased compared to NH M@. We do 

not see a direct correlation between the percentage of M@ in S and G2/M and prolif- 

eration. Studies of T-cell responses to mitogen also suggest that the number of cells 

in S and G2/M does not always give a strong indication of proliferating cells (Askew 

and Elgert, unpublished observations). Although Con A-treated NH T cells proliferate 
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at a greater rate than TBH Md@, there are more TBH T cells in S and G2/M (Askew and 

Elgert, unpublished observations). The decreased ability of TBH M@ to respond to 

proliferating signals is seen in GM-CSF-treated Md. Both NH and TBH M¢ proliferate 

in response to GM-CSF, but TBH M@ have decreased proliferation (Walker et a/, un- 

published observations). The results suggest that NH and TBH M@ respond to in vitro 

signals differently. These differences suggest that abnormal TBH M@ responses to 

in vivo signals may lead to tumor-induced suppression. The changes in M@ matura- 

tion may account for the differences in M@ response to signals. Even though adhe- 

sion increases M@ maturation, there is no reduction of immunosuppression. 

Conversely, in LPS-treated TBH M@, maturation is not required for the elimination of 

immunosuppression. 

The differences in M@ responses to activating signals identify fundamental 

changes in the M@ inner mechanisms. In order to determine changes in these 

mechanisms, the molecular biology of the M@ needed to be examined. To complete 

the second specific aim, Northern blot analyses of selected genes were performed to 

characterize some of the molecular origins of M@-mediated tumor-induced 

immunosuppression. Because other work identified class IIT M@ as a major source 

of immunosuppression (7,160,163,173), and because there is an increase in class I|~ 

M@ during tumor growth (172), regulation of class Il mRNA was examined. The de- 

crease in class Il mRNA expression resulted from a decrease in M@ responsiveness 

to IFN-y, a decrease in class Il mRNA stability, and an increase in M@ sensitivity to 

PGE2. Of interest was the discovery that there was a correlation between the effects 

of some factor(s) on class || expression and the ability of that factor(s) to influence 

accessory cell activity. Although TBH M@ have decreased responsiveness to IFN-y, 

|IFN-y can reduce suppression mediated by class IIT M@ (6). TNF-a, which suppresses 

IFN-y-induced class Il MRNA in NH M@ but enhances IFN-y-induced class Il mRNA 
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expression in TBH M@, can enhance alloreactivity in TBH M@ when PGEz production 

is blocked by indomethacin (6). GM-CSF can enhance class II expression in NH M@ 

and increases alloreactivity. In TBH M@, GM-CSF cannot increase class II expression 

and it increases suppression mediated by TBH M@ (162). The importance of class II 

expression on M@ and immune function is seen in the interaction between class II* 

and class II” M@ and NK cells (115). Class II* M@ can enhance NK cell activity 

through the release of IFN-y, while class II” M@ suppressed NK cell activity through 

the release of PGE,. IFN-y production by class II* M@ suggests that class II ex- 

pression is maintained, while PGE, production by class IIT M@ keeps the M@ class 

W. 

In addition to being associated with NK cell activity, class Il expression is im- 

portant in immune cell communication. Md and B cells rely on class II molecule 

expression in order to function as antigen-presenting cells. Because helper T cells 

(Th) interact with antigen-presenting cells, and Th cells recently have been divided 

into two subsets, is there a preference for interaction between one subset of Th cell 

and one specific antigen-presenting cell? The possibility of this selectivity was seen 

when Th cell functions were analyzed (11). Th: cells interact with M@ to generate 

cell-mediated responses, while Thz cells interact with B cells to generate humoral 

responses. Because Th; and Tha cells produce factors that can suppress the other 

Th cell subset, do they produce factors that suppress one antigen-presenting cell 

over another? One such factor may be IL-10. The complicity of IL-10 in class II reg- 

ulation suggests that there is competition between Th; and The subsets. Th: cells 

produce IFN-y, which can induce class II mRNA in M@ and suppress it in B cells (14). 

The cells produce IL-10, which enhances class II expression in B cells and sup- 

presses it in M@ (14). This finding suggests that there is competition between B cells 

and M¢@ to present antigen to the two Th subsets. The importance between activation 
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of one Th subset over the other is clear during Leishmania infections. When mice 

that invoke a Th; cell response are infected, there is resistance, but mice that adopt 

a The cell response are susceptible to infection and subsequently die (11). The bal- 

ance between Th; and The responses may be important in the immune response to 

tumors. We have reported a decrease in the Th/Tc ratio (160), and we are attempting 

to identified a Th; to The cell response shift. In order to eliminate the tumor, an ef- 

fective cell-mediated response must be generated. Humoral responses can lead to 

killing by ADCC but because TBH M@ are immature, they are not effective in lysing 

tumor cells through ADCC. 

The finding that TBH M@ are immature may account for their immunosuppressive 

capabilities and their altered responses to signals. To understand why there is a 

difference in the maturity of M@ during tumor growth, it is necessary to examine fac- 

tors that are associated with M@ differentiation. Mac-2 is associated with M@ differ- 

entiation and was recently cloned (33). Mac-2 is a galactose-specific animal lectin 

and has been identified in M@ membrane, cytoplasmic, and nuclear fractions. Mem- 

brane Mac-2 is believed to be involved in IgE and laminin binding (33,168) while 

intracellular Mac-2 may be involved in proliferation through interaction with 

ribonucleoproteins (28,94,111,112). Earlier work identified a decrease in Mac-2* M@ 

during tumor growth (172,174). Because of its lectin properties, the decrease in 

Mac-2 expression may limit M@é attachment to the extracellular matrix and to bacteria 

or cancer cells that express terminal galactose residues. The decrease in membrane 

Mac-2 also may limit influx of the cells into the extracellular matrix and cause sub- 

sequent decrease in attachment to tumor cells. The irony is that adhesion can induce 

M@ maturation and increase membrane Mac-2 expression. Maturation of TBH M@ 

may increase the M@ ability to infiltrate the tumor site and attack the tumor. 
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Immunoblot analyses of NH and TBH M@ identified changes in the subcellular 

localization of Mac-2. The increase in nuclear Mac-2 during tumor growth, and after 

prolonged adherence of NH and TBH M4@, correlates with an increase in M@ entering 

the late G: phase of the cell cycle (Chapter Il). Northern blot analyses showed an 

increase in Mac-2 mRNA during tumor growth and an increase in NH and TBH M@ 

after 24 h of adherence. Tumor growth can manipulate the immune system through 

M@ by causing a down-regulation of membrane Mac-2 and an up-regulation of intra- 

cellular Mac-2. The mechanism for such regulation is as yet unknown, but it may al- 

ter the splicing mechanism that is believed responsible for the generation of two 

cDNAs, which may encode the separate membrane and intracellular forms of Mac-2. 

Adherence increases membrane and nuclear Mac-2 in NH and TBH M@, but the TBH 

M@ response is lower. 

Treatment of M@ through LPS or adhesion can alter the cell-cycle kinetics of 

M@. Adhesion appears to influence maturation without affecting function, while LPS 

influences function without affecting maturation. Because proto-oncogenes are as- 

sociated with M@ development and cell-cycle kinetics, it may be possible to differ- 

entiate the effects of activation (LPS) and adhesion on TBH M@ by measuring 

proto-oncogene expression. In immature HL-60 cells the proto-oncogenes c-myb and 

c-myc are expressed (36). When HL-60 cells differentiate into M@, c-myb and c-myc 

expression decreases while c-fos and c-fms are expressed (36). NH M@ express low 

levels of c-fos and c-fms, but M@ are one of only a few mature cells that constitutively 

express these proto-oncogenes (36). TBH M@ constitutively express higher levels 

of c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms. We would expect this if we were to associate 

proto-oncogene expression with cell maturity. If we examined the effects of acti- 

vation and adhesion on M@ proto-oncogene expression, activation can induce 

c-myc, c-fos and c-fms in both NH and TBH Md@, while adhesion suppresses the ex- 
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pression of c-myb, c-myc, and c-fms in TBH M@d, but enhances c-fos, and c-fms ex- 

pression in NH M@. The proto-oncogenes c-myb, c-myc, and c-fos have been 

identified as DNA-binding proteins and may function as transcription factors. Be- 

cause transcription factors may be involved in the regulation of several genes, it may 

be hard to associate these specific proto-oncogenes with a particular function. In 

addition to being associated with M@ differentiation, the proto-oncogenes c-myc, 

c-fos, and c-fms also may be involved in M@ activation (36). c-fms has been identified 

as the receptor for M-CSF (36). c-fms has been associated with M@ proliferation and 

in M@ activation (15,49). LPS-treated TBH M®@ proliferate and have increased 

tumoricidal ability (22). In NH M@ we only see an increase in proliferation, suggesting 

that an additional signal or signals are required for tumoricidal ability in NH Md. 

The functional changes that occur in M@ during tumor growth may be the result 

of M@ differentiation. Mature and immature M@ may respond to immune signals dif- 

ferently, leading to disrupted communications. Based on previous information (44), 

mature M®@ are large, less dense, FcR*, and are involved in cytotoxicity and sup- 

pression. Because M@ are FcR* their cytotoxicity may be mediated through ADCC. 

These M@ produce more IL-1« and GM-CSF upon stimulation with LPS and can be- 

come cytotoxic after treatment with GM-CSF. FcR* M@ also are the major producers 

of PGE, and TNF-a (151). Because of their production of PGE2, these M@ are probably 

class II~. In contrast, immature M@ are small, more dense, FcR™, class II*, and are 

involved in antigen presentation. The shift toward immature M@ during tumor growth 

suggests a loss of the cytotoxic/suppressor M@, but because tumor growth causes 

an decrease in class II" Md, the accessory cell activity is lost as well. Despite the 

loss of large, mature M@ there is still an increase in PGE2 production in TBH M@. 

From the results presented in the preceding chapters and paragraphs and from 

earlier work (6,7,172,174), it is possible to suggest the mechanisms by which NH M@ 
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Figure 25. Involvement of NH Md in Regulating the Immune System: A model showing the 
interaction of phenotypically distinct populations of NH M@ with other immune cells, 
including possible cytokine production. The Mac-1*2*3*class II" Md@ is the 
cytotoxic/suppressor M@ that can suppress (-) Th, and NK cells by producing IL-10 and 
PGE,. These M@ can enhance B cell production of IgE by producing PGE,, and are 
probably the major source of PGE, and IL-10, which help to maintain the class II7 
characteristic. Cytokine production by Mac-1*2*3*class II- M@ is downregulated (-) 
by Mac-1*2°3*class II M@. The Mac-1*2*3*class II” M@ can enhance (+) NK cell 
activity and suppress {-) Th, by producing IFN-y. The production of IFN-y helps to 
maintain class II* expression. 
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work (Figure 25). The main player in M@-mediated regulation of the immune system 

seems to be the Mac-1t2*3+ Md. These M@ are divided into class II” and class I|* 

M@. The class II” M@ are the primary producers of PGEz. When stimulated with LPS, 

these M@ produce IL-1, TNF-«, GM-CSF, PGE2, and possibly IL-10. The production 

of both TNF-« and PGE, would identify these M@ as the cytotoxic/suppressor M®@. 

Associated with the cytotoxic/suppressor M®@ is the increase in the expression of 

c-myc, c-fos and c-fms, which are associated with activated M@ (36). The PGEz 

produced by Mac-1*2t3* M@ could suppress NK cell activity. The production of 

PGE. and other factors by Mac-1*2*3* M@ would be regulated by their Mac-1*2-3* 

counterparts. In LPS-treated Md, there is a decrease in Mac-1*273*, which may ac- 

count for the enhancing ability of the remaining M@. The other Mac-1*2*3* M@ are 

class II*, that produce IFN-y, which maintains class || expression on the M@ and en- 

hances NK cell activity. The balance between class II* and class II” M@ can be reg- 

ulated by the M@ themselves and by the two subsets of Th cells. Th: cells produce 

IFN-y, which favors class II* M@, and The cells produce IL-10, which favors class I|7 

M@. The class |I* M@ production of IFN-y could suppress the generation of The cells 

(59). The cells are involved in humoral immunity, which can be helped by class II7 

M@. PGEz produced by class II” M@ would enhance IgE production by B cells. The 

increase in IgE levels is important because Mac-2 is an IgE-binding protein and 

interactions between Mac-2 and IgE may induce PGEz production. 

During tumor growth there is a disruption in the regulatory circuit of the immune 

response which favors immunosuppression (Figure 26). Like NH Md, TBH 

Mac-1*2*3* class II7 M@ are a major source of PGE2. LPS-treated TBH M@ produce 

less GM-CSF and TNF-a than NH M@ (6,162), but may produce more IL-1« (Askew and 

Elgert, unpublished). In LPS-treated TBH M¢ there is an increase in the expression 

of c-myc, c-fos and c-fms, which is associated with activated M@ (36). There are fewer 
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Figure 26. Involvement of TBH M¢ in Regulating the Immune System: A model showing the 
interaction of phenotypically distinct populations of TBH M@ with other immune cells, 
including possible cytokine production. Like in NH Md, the Mac-1*2*3*class II” TBH 
M¢ is the cytotoxic/suppressor M¢ that can suppress (-) Th, and NK cells by producing 
IL-10 and PGE,. These M@ can enhance B cell production of IgE by producing PGE,, 
and are probably the major source of PGE, and IL-10, which help to maintain class [I~ 
characteristic. The regulation of cytokine production by Mac-1*2*3*class II> M@ is 
downregulated (-) to a lesser extent by Mac-1*2°3*class II TBH Md. The 
Mac-1*2*3*class lit M@ can enhance (+) NK cell activity and suppress (-) Th, by 
producing IFN-y. The production of IFN-y helps to maintain the class I!* expression. 
Regulation of NK and Th, cell activity and class I! expression is diminished in TBH 
Md. Dashed lines indicating decreased cytokine production, and thicker lines indicate 
increased cytokine production compared to NH M@. 
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TBH Mac-1*2-3* M@ than in the NH (174), which may alter regulation of Mac-1*2*3* 

Md. This phenotypic change may account for increased PGE2 production in unstim- 

ulated TBH M@ and may also account for the increased enhancing activity mediated 

by LPS-treated TBH Md@ (See Chapter II), probably through increased IL-1« pro- 

duction. In unstimulated TBH Md, the increased PGE2 production would stimulate IgE 

production and suppress NK cell activity. One of the more drastic phenotypic shifts 

is a decrease in Mac-1*2*3* class II* M@ during tumor growth. These TBH M@ may 

have limited ability to enhance NK cell activity. The regulation between class II* 

M@ and class II” M@ is shifted to class IIT M¢@, because TBH M¢@¢ are less sensitive 

to IFN-y induction and more sensitive to PGE2-mediated suppression. The cells would 

have a strong role in maintaining a shift to class IIT M@. In the tumor system, TNF-a 

can enhance class Il expression. The problem is that although initially TNF-a pro- 

duction in TBH M¢@ is high, the levels are quickly suppressed so the effects of TNF-a 

are short-lived. 

Immune reactivity decreases during tumor growth. This reduction is mediated 

by M@. The suppression may be due, in part, to a loss of regulation of PGE2 pro- 

duction by the Mac-1*2*3* class IIT M@. Although we do not see dramatic differences 

in sorted populations, the function of Mac” M@ in the regulation of the immune sys- 

tem cannot be ruled out. The fact that TBH Mac-1* M@ are less suppressive than NH 

Mac-1* M@ may be because there are more TBH Mac-1*2737 Md. The presence of 

NH Mac-2*3* Md@ would suppress the immune response. The expression of the 

proto-oncogenes c-myb, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms is associated with immature TBH 

M@. Although immature TBH M@ have increased suppressive ability and altered re- 

sponses to cytokines, it is still possible to increase cytotoxic and accessory cell ac- 

tivity of the TBH M@. In LPS-treated TBH Md@, c-myc, c-fos, and c-fms expression is 

associated with activation. These activated TBH M@ do not appear to mature totally, 
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suggesting that although immature M@ respond differently to signalling, they still may 

be a potential threat to the tumor. Although my work identified changes in differen- 

tiation as one cause of M@ functional and phenotypic changes, more work must be 

done to clarify the role of maturation with M@ function during tumor growth. In addi- 

tion to identifying the importance of Mq@ maturation in  tumor-induced 

immunosuppression, it is important to identify the relationship between M@ and other 

immune cells. To specifically examine M@ maturation and function, further research 

could include: 

1. Examine the ability of M@ sorted by double-labeling to function as accessory 

cells. Sort double-labeled M@ populations and add to MLR cultures to determine 

if specific functional subpopulations could be identified. In addition, factors 

produced by single- and double-labeled populations could be analyzed for pro- 

duction of cytokines such as PGEz, IL-1«, and TNF-a. 

2. If adhesion induces maturation of TBH Md, can adherent TBH M@ respond to 

cytokines as their NH counterparts do. If the reason for altered response to 

signals is maturation, then cultured TBH M@ should behave like mature NH M@ 

and enhance immune responses when cultured with cytokines. TBH M@ could 

be cultured for 24 h prior to addition of cytokines and then added into MLR cul- 

tures to measure their effect on the immune response. 

3. Examine changes in intracellular Mac-2 expression using flow cytometry. Be- 

cause intracellular Mac-2 may be involved in cell cycle control, it is necessary to 

measure both protein expression and DNA levels to determine the relationship 
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between Mac-2 and the cell cycle. It is possible to label nuclear Mac-2 by iso- 

lating the nucleus and making the nuclear membrane permeable to anti-Mac-2 

antibodies in combination with a FITC-labeled goat anti-rat antibody. In addition, 

the DNA can be stained with propidium iodide and cell-cycle kinetics determined. 

The changes induced after various culture conditions, such as treatment with 

LPS, M-CSF, or GM-CSF, can be analyzed with the flow cytometer. 

4. Although tumor cells produce factors that affect immune cells systemically, TAM 

have not been studied in our laboratory. Although it may not be possible to do 

functional studies with the small number of TAM that can be isolated as easily 

as with large number of peritoneal or splenic cells, their molecular biology can 

be examined. Because isolating sufficient numbers of TAM for Northern blot 

analysis with ECL would be difficult, a competitive polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) could be used to quantitatively measure MRNA levels. By converting the 

mRNA to cDNA and amplifying the signal, mRNA from one cell can be identified. 

The PCR would allow the examination of gene expression in TAM without worry- 

ing about the number of M@ isolated. Using PCR, one could examine the mRNA 

expression of surface antigens (Mac antigens and class Il), cytokines (IL-1a, 

TNF-a, and GM-CSF), and proto-oncogenes. 

5. Investigate the involvement of Th; and The cells in immune function. Because the 

effectiveness of the immune response to a tumor may depend on the type of Th 

cell stimulated, the M@ role in the development of these cells would be impor- 

tant. There may be differences in the ability of NH and TBH Mo to interact with 

the two Th subsets. By isolating naive T cells (presumably Tho cells) from the 

circulation or spleen and culturing them in the presence of NH or TBH M@, one 
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can determine if there is a preference for Th: cells or The cells by measuring 

cytokine production. By examining known Th, or The cell clones one can deter- 

mine if there is a difference in the ability of NH or TBH M@ to act as accessory 

cells by looking at cell proliferation. 

6. The failure of TBH M@ to maintain an immune response against tumors could be 

due to TBH M¢@ either producing specific suppressor factors that NH M@ do not, 

or they may lack the ability to produce specific “helper” factors that NH M@ can 

make. To determine if there is a change in factor production by M@ during tumor 

growth one could do two types of experiments. First, supernatants from NH and 

TBH M@ could be analyzed by 2-D electrophoresis and any differences in protein 

production identified. A second experiment could isolate mRNA from NH and 

TBH M@ and do subtractive hybridization to isolate cDNA that is produced either 

in NH M@ alone or in TBH M@ alone. From the possible clones isolated it may 

be possible to identify factors that are specific for either NH or TBH M@ From 

these procedures it may also be possible to identify a specific marker that can 

used to distinguish between NH and TBH M@. 

These studies, in combination with my studies and the work currently being car- 

ried out in the laboratory, would provide’ insight into tumor-induced 

immunosuppression and could provide a tool to help the immune system remove the 

threat of the tumor. 
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